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King of Gods 

Chapter 1541: Spacetime God Versus Heaven Lord 

The danger approaching the Life Sacred Land had been easily resolved by the sudden arrival of the 

Spacetime God. All the members of the Sacred Land breathed a sigh of relief, their hopes reignited. 

The Life God was not skilled in combat, but the Spacetime God was different. If the two of them worked 

together, how could the Heaven Lord not be defeated? 

“From the moment he decided to challenge the God Eyes, his defeat was decided!” God King Radiant 

Peak coldly snorted. 

However, he had to admit that the Heaven Lord was quite extraordinary to force the Life God and the 

Life Sacred Land into this state. 

The Heaven Lord had a dour expression, the terrifying energy radiating off his body causing the 

surrounding space to freeze. Even with the Life God hiding behind the Sacred Land’s array, he was highly 

confident in his ability to kill her within three days, but now that the Spacetime God was here as well, 

the two Gods working together would be rather troublesome. 

“That isn’t actually a God Eye…” The Life God explained to the Spacetime God what the Heaven Lord had 

said. 

The Heavenly Dao God Eye was just the Heaven Lord’s name for it. His eye could actually be even more 

powerful than a God Eye, and it even possessed a sliver of Heavenly Dao power. The Heaven Lord’s 

current goal was to kill the Eight Great God Eyes and obtain their God Eye Origins so that he could create 

the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye. 

“Then let me experience a power even greater than that of a God Eye Deity!” The Spacetime God’s 

expression went cold as he raised an interested brow at the Heaven Lord’s eyes. 

God Eye Deities truly were rather lonely existences. He couldn’t even remember how long it had been 

since he had encountered someone stronger than him. And with the Life God here, no matter how 

absurd the Heaven Lord’s eyes was, they still would not lose. Thus, the Spacetime God wanted to fight a 

battle with the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

“As you wish!” The Heaven Lord’s eyes gleamed with cold and severe light. 

With the Heavenly Dao God Eye and the Ancient Race bloodline, he feared nothing. 

One had to realize that, in the Ancient Era, the Ancient Race had dominated the ten thousand races. It 

was not one bit weaker than a God Eye. 

Although the Heaven Lord could not compare to the great powers of the Ancient Race from that era, he 

was not that far behind. 

Thwish! 
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The Heaven Lord barely finished speaking when an ethereal ray of light swept past his face, creating a 

spray of blood. “Dodged?” The Spacetime God raised a brow. 

The Spacetime God’s attack could ignore distance and instantly be in front of his foe. Ordinary people 

simply couldn’t react in time. 

However, the Heaven Lord still managed to dodge, only getting a cut on the face. This sort of wound was 

meaningless for the God-Devil Body and was instantly healed. 

“As expected of the Spacetime God!” 

“He injured the Heaven Lord!” 

The eyes of many people in the Sacred Land glimmered with excitement. This was the first time the 

Heaven Lord had been injured after revealing his Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

Down below, Zhao Feng was also paying attention to this battle. While the Life God was one of the 

weaker Gods when it came to combat, the Spacetime God was definitely one of the stronger ones. 

Thumpthump! Thumpthump! 

Zhao Feng’s left eye was becoming increasingly agitated, apparently because yet another God Eye had 

appeared in the area. 

Zhao Feng discovered that he became able to use more and more of the God Eye’s power as the war 

progressed. All this was because of the stimulation provided by the Life God Eye and the Heavenly Dao 

God Eye. Now, the Spacetime God had also arrived. 

“I wonder how many God Eyes I will be able to see!” Zhao Feng found himself rather excited. 

If the Dream God Eye could interact with all Eight Great God Eyes, it could further its awakening, 

allowing it to display even greater power. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

Up in the sky was a scene of complete devastation. The fabric of space had been shredded into tatters, 

allowing forbidden spatial storms to wreak havoc. Any expert beneath the God Lord level that dared to 

approach would be instantly obliterated. 

However, the Spacetime God and the Heaven Lord were completely unaffected in this environment and 

continued to battle. 

“Weight!” The Heaven Lord focused on the void and began to exude a gray and turbid light. 

The eye turned once, and then the immense weight focused on that single area caused space to 

collapse. Thwish! Thwish! Thwish! 

Meanwhile, the Spacetime God left only blurs and spatial ripples in the air as he dodged the Heaven 

Lord’s instant-fire eye-bloodline techniques. 

“Even dodging multiple instant-fire eye-bloodline techniques! Only the Spacetime God is capable of 

this.” Zhao Feng was stunned. 



Moreover, the Spacetime God was completely unaffected by the chaotic state of space around himself, 

even using his secret Space movement techniques. He truly lived up to his title of Spacetime God. 

The Spacetime God was fast, but the Heaven Lord was no snail. The Heaven Lord moved freely through 

space, unaffected by his environment. It was like he didn’t even reside in this dimension. 

Kabooom! 

The entire world was under the Heaven Lord’s control, fire and lightning shuttling back and forth. 

But the Spacetime God swam freely amid these endless attacks, avoiding everything. 

“Ancient Divine Fist!” The Heaven Lord’s eyes erupted with light as he drew back his hand and then 

fiercely punched. 

Under the bolstering of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, the fist of divine energy seemed invincible as it 

hurtled through the world. In its wake, it left behind pitch-black chaos that obliterated and destroyed all. 

Swish! 

The Spacetime God appeared behind the Heaven Lord and spoke in a deep and calm voice; “You cannot 

injure me.” 

Blade-like Spacetime energy engulfed the Heaven Lord’s surroundings, but the Spacetime God himself 

had already vanished. 

Swoosh! Swish! 

These countless slivers of Spacetime energy had completely surrounded the Heaven Lord. The sharpness 

and speed of this energy would have instantly sliced and diced any ordinary God Lord to pieces. 

“If you can’t counter Spacetime’s speed, you will find it very difficult to defeat him.” The Life God’s soft 

laughter was practically intoxicating. 

“Ah…!” The Heaven Lord’s grunts of pain could be heard coming from within that region of Spacetime 

energy. Suddenly, a terrifying energy exploded outward. 

Boom! Bang! 

Those Spacetime threads cutting back and forth were instantly snapped. 

The Heaven Lord was covered in countless wounds, but all of them instantly healed. 

“The God-Devil Body truly is rather problematic.” The Spacetime God’s eyes turned serious and began to 

flash with silver light. He began to build up immense amounts of Spacetime energy, preparing to heavily 

injure the Heaven Lord. 

Thwish! 

The Spacetime God disappeared once more as he approached the Heaven Lord. 

“Reversal!” The Heaven Lord activated his Heavenly Dao God Eye and roared. 



Space for one million li around him suddenly trembled. A moment later, everyone could see the 

Spacetime God flying in the exact opposite direction of the Heaven Lord. 

“What’s going on here?” The Spacetime God’s heart turned grim. He was confident that his direction 

had not changed. 

“This move can reverse time and space, affecting the order of the world!” The Life God was stunned. 

This time, as a spectator, she could finally comprehend the principles of this attack. 

Just now, the Heaven Lord had used the Heavenly Dao God Eye to influence space itself, reversing it so 

that east became west and west became east. 

The Spacetime God’s direction did not change – the world had changed around him. 

Thwish! 

The Spacetime God turned around and once more began to charge at the Heaven Lord. He dodged the 

many attacks unleashed by the Heaven Lord, and a Spacetime energy that could pierce through all 

surged out of his eyes. 

“In this world, I am the only God!” The Heaven Lord activated his Heavenly Dao God Eye and bellowed, 

erupting with a strength that caused space to shake and shudder. 

The Spacetime God had an ill foreboding and immediately fled. 

You think you can run?” The Heaven Lord softly chuckled. 

Whoosh! 

The Spacetime God just started retreating when he suddenly realized that he was getting closer to the 

Heaven Lord, not farther. 

“Not good! He reversed the world again?” The Spacetime God’s expression turned dark, and he cursed. 

This ability truly was inconceivable and absurd. 

“Weight!” Terrifying weight descended, but the Spacetime God could not dodge this time. 

“Oh no!” the Life God cried out in alarm. 

The Spacetime God felt like his body was bearing the weight of one hundred thousand mountains. 

At this moment, he sensed imminent danger. 

“Time Hardening!” the Spacetime God activated his Spacetime God Eye and bellowed. 

The nearby spacetime gradually began to slow down and harden. 

“Break!” the Heaven Lord roared. 

A tyrannical energy obliterated the Spacetime God’s defense only moments after it began to take form. 

At this moment, a spark appeared on the Spacetime God’s body. 

Thwish! 



Using his Spacetime God Eye, the Spacetime God turned into an undetectable streak of silver light and 

vanished. 

When the Spacetime God reappeared, his body was being ravaged by fire, lightning, and ice. It turned 

out that, just before he fled, he was struck by the Heaven Lord’s instant-fire attacks. 

Spacetime energy surged as the Spacetime God transported these attacks away. 

Cough! 

The Spacetime God’s face was pale as he coughed. He was not the Life God, who was practically 

unkillable and able to recover from any attack. 

At this time, the Life God arrived at the Spacetime God’s side. She pressed a delicate hand onto his back 

and released a gentle and pure Life energy. Gradually, the Spacetime God’s injuries were healed, and his 

complexion returned to normal. 

“Let’s work together to end this,” the Life God warmly spoke. 

“Okay.” The Spacetime God nodded. 

It had been a very long time since he was injured by another, but the Heaven Lord truly managed to 

heavily injure him just now. He now acknowledged the power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye and did not 

dare to continue acting arrogantly. 

Two God Eyes working together? I’ll finish off both of you!” The Heaven Lord chuckled, utterly fearless. 

With the Ancient God-Devil Body, his tenacity was on par with the Life God Eye, and the Heavenly Dao 

God Eye endowed with an unmatched ability to attack and control. He feared nothing! 

At this moment, a heaven-shaking voice arrived in the form of a sonic wave; “Your Heavenly Dao God 

Eye is the eye of a sinner! It will be harshly punished!” 

In a flash of lightning, a majestic middle-aged man appeared. 

“Divine Punishment God!” God King Radiant Peak called out in surprise. 

The other members of the Sacred Land showed expressions of respect. Three Gods had descended upon 

the world, and space itself had become distorted and chaotic. Those beneath the God Lord level no 

longer even dared to leave the array. 

“Three God Eye Deities are here!” Xin Wuheng sighed in amazement. 

“That’s not all….” Zhao Feng muttered. The response from his Dream God Eye told him that there was 

another God Eye nearby. 

Swish! 

Far away in the distance appeared a stooped elder wearing a shabby robe. This person was none other 

than the Divine Punishment God’s mortal foe, the Death God. 



“That scoundrel from the Heaven’s Legacy Race managed to produce such an incredible eye!” the Death 

God muttered in shock. He had also seen how the Heaven Lord managed to injure the Spacetime God. If 

he had been in that position, he would have found it very difficult to hold off the Heaven Lord’s assault. 

The Death God closed his eyes and activated his God Eye. After some time, he sent out a message; “The 

two of you, hurry up and get over here.” 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1542: Counterattack on the Heaven Defying Faction 

At this moment, the Life, Spacetime, and Divine Punishment Gods were present at the Life Sacred Land. 

Across from them, the Heaven Lord’s expression was grim, his invisible rage sweeping through the area. 

“I didn’t think that even God Eye Deities like to bully people with their numbers!” The Heaven Lord 

looked up at the sky and raged. 

The three God Eye Deities were rather uncomfortable when they heard this, but they could not take on 

the Heaven Lord alone. 

In addition, the Life God could see that the Heaven Lord was continuing to explore the abilities of the 

Heavenly Dao God Eye. The Heavenly Dao God Eye was different from the Eight Great God Eyes; it had 

not reached its limit and could still evolve. It could not be underestimated. 

The Heaven Lord saw that the three Gods were unmoved. 

He roared, “Retreat!” 

No matter how much confidence he had, he could not possibly fight against three Gods at once. 

The Heaven Defying Faction immediately began to move. The situation was truly extremely unfavorable 

to them. “Strike!” The Spacetime God was impatient to avenge his injury. 

Thwish! 

Spacetime Law ripples appeared in the air, and then several hundred spatial rays shot toward the 

Heaven Lord. 

With an indifferent look, the Heaven Lord activated the Heavenly Dao God Eye, forming a wall of ice 

around himself that blocked all of the Spacetime God’s attacks. 

“He can’t be allowed to leave!” The Life God immediately acted. 

The Heaven Lord was already powerful enough to suppress one God Eye Deity. If he was allowed to 

leave unscathed, there was no telling what else he would get up to, and he might become even more 

difficult to deal with. The Heaven Lord’s most likely target would probably be the least skilled 

combatant, the Life God Eye. 

“If I want to leave, none of you can stop me!” The Heaven Lord jeered. 

At this moment: 

Brrrooom! 
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The dark world suddenly turned bright and lightning flashed overhead. The power of Divine Punishment 

caused everyone to feel an instinctive dread. 

“Spacetime Shackle!” The Spacetime God used his eyes to take control of the surrounding spacetime. 

The space around the Heaven Lord shattered, congealing into an impassable spacetime wall that sealed 

the Heaven Lord within. 

“Life Deprivation!” The Life God activated her Life God Eye, sending out a dazzling jade-green light that 

passed through the spacetime wall and began to drain the Heaven Lord of his vitality. 

At the same time, boundless Divine Punishment descended from the heavens. 

The three Gods had attacked together, seeking to end their foe’s life. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

This terrifying storm of power devastated everything for several million li around. The armies on both 

sides did not dare to approach. 

“Break!” At the center of the explosion, the Heaven Lord roared, unleashing a power that could shatter 

all laws and rules. 

The Spacetime Law was obliterated, the power of Life Deprivation vanished, the Divine Punishment 

energy was repulsed. 

Standing in the sky, the Heaven Lord was clearly in a tattered and damaged state. 

The three Gods turned stern. The Heaven Lord was even able to fend off their lethal assault. 

“Life!” The Heaven Lord laughed as he used his Heavenly Dao God Eye to turn all the surrounding Law 

energy into Life energy that he prepared to absorb. 

“Don’t even think about it!” The Life God was alarmed, never imagining that the Heaven Lord could 

convert the energy of other Laws into the Life Laws. 

But she was the God of Life, so she immediately activated her Life God Eye and seized this Life energy. 

Although the Heavenly Dao God Eye was powerful, it could not contend against the Life God in the 

domain of Life. 

“Ancient Divine Fist!” Infuriated, the Heaven Lord activated his God-Devil Body, gathered up an 

immense amount of energy, and punched. The Heavenly Dao God Eye rapidly increased the power of 

this punch, and even the three God Eyes could only avoid it. 

“Life Sacred Land, hear my order! Attack the Heaven Defying Faction and destroy all!” The Life God 

issued an order to all the members of her Sacred Land. 

“Attack the Heaven Defying Faction!” God King Radiant Peak immediately stepped forward and led the 

members of the Sacred Land against the Heaven Defying Faction. 



At this time, the presence of the three Gods had the many experts observing the battle from the 

sidelines confident in the Life Sacred Land’s victory. With so many more people answering the Life 

Sacred Land’s call for help, the Sacred Land now had strength on par with the Heaven Defying Faction. 

Suddenly, a vast army skirted around the storm created by the battling Gods and attacked the Heaven 

Defying Faction. 

The Heaven Defying Faction began to rapidly retreat, the three massive warships taking on many 

passengers before turning around. 

“Defend!” The Left Protector took command. 

Where there was life, there was hope. As long as they could safely retreat, when the Heaven Defying 

Faction next appeared, they would be simply unstoppable. 

“Death Spirit Curse!” The Left Protector squeezed a drop of black-violet blood from his finger and began 

to form a spell. He soon began to radiate frighteningly sinister energy. 

Countless evil spirits manifested in the air. These were formed from the negative soul energy of all the 

experts that had died in this war. The Left Protector turned them into his Death Spirit Curse and used 

them to attack the Life Sacred Land. 

“Tree of Life Devouring!” God King Radiant Peak activated his Eye of Life, harnessing a vast quantity of 

Life energy to use a secret bloodline art. 

A green light flew toward the Heaven Defying Faction, the shape of a gray and ancient tree taking form 

around it. This ancient tree began to emanate a powerful devouring energy. 

The Heaven Defying Faction members nearby instantly felt their life draining away and their condition 

worsening. As the ancient tree absorbed the life of the Heaven Defying Faction members, it became 

larger and more real. 

Thwish! 

Gripping his Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Swords, Zhao Feng flew into the battlefield, his lightning 

swords sweeping through the enemy. 

“Run! It’s the Ninth God Eye, Zhao Feng!” The many God Lords saw Zhao Feng attacking and paled in 

fear. 

Although the battle of the Gods had drawn the most attention, Zhao Feng’s killing of the Divine 

Emissaries, including the strongest Divine Emissary Wu, and also his battle with the Nightmare Beast 

King, had left a deep impression on everyone. 

But when Zhao Feng had his eye on prey, not a single one could escape. 

Thump thump! 

Zhao Feng’s Ninth God Eye rhythmically pulsed. The battle of Gods had not only stimulated the potential 

of the Dream God Eye, but also Zhao Feng himself. 



“Kill!” Zhao Feng and his Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Swords killed their way through the enemy 

army. 

At this moment, Zhao Feng noticed that the Spiritual Race elders and Zhao Yufei were being pushed 

back by a powerful Destruction Dragon Race energy. 

“A Divine Emissary!” Zhao Feng focused his eyes and rushed at a black-scaled man. 

“Brother Feng!” Zhao Yufei’s eyes gleamed. 

Before the battle, Zhao Feng had placed a God Eye mark on Zhao Yufei’s body, which allowed him to 

rescue her many times. 

“It’s Zhao Feng!” The black-scaled man paled and took to his heels. 

“Primal Chaos Lightning Eye!” Zhao Feng immediately activated his Dream God Eye and fired off a Primal 

Chaos Lightning Sword brand. 

Kacrack! 

The black-scaled man’s head exploded as Primal Chaos energy and Tribulation Lightning energy ravaged 

it. 

“Ah…!” The black-scaled man screamed, gripping his head as he fled. 

Fortunately for him, he had the Destruction Dragon Race bloodline, or else it would have been very 

problematic to be struck by this attack. 

“Where are you going!?” Zhao Feng immediately pursued, his body moving much faster than before. 

During the battle between the Spacetime God and the Heaven Lord, Zhao Feng was focused completely 

on the Spacetime God. After all, he also primarily cultivated Space and also cultivated Time on the side. 

Zhao Feng had comprehended much from observing the Spacetime God’s secret spatial movement art, 

which he had used to modify his own movement techniques. 

“Destruction Dragon Flame!” The black-scaled man saw that he couldn’t escape from Zhao Feng’s 

astonishing speed and utilized his Origin Destruction to unleash a Destructive attack. 

A sun of seething black flames hurtled toward Zhao Feng. 

After using the attack, the black-scaled man immediately fled. 

Swish! 

Zhao Feng poured his Primal Chaos energy and Tribulation Lightning energy into his sword, causing it to 

swell into a massive pillar, and then he tossed it forward. The Destructive sun was instantly blasted to 

pieces, sending Destructive black flames sweeping through the surroundings. 

Although the Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword’s power was somewhat exhausted in destroying 

the black sun, it had consumed a significant amount of Destruction Flame. 

Thwish! 



The sword and its remaining power continued to fly forward. 

“It’s so powerful!” The black-scaled man’s mind was shaken. Even though he was a Divine Emissary, was 

he not capable of even running away from Zhao Feng? 

Boom! Bang! 

He managed to dodge the Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword, but the sword exploded in a ball of 

chaotic energy. The black-scaled man was thrown out of the explosion like a ragdoll, vomiting blood in 

the process. 

“It’s over!” a low voice spoke at the black-scaled man’s ear. 

At some point, Zhao Feng had appeared behind him. 

Kacrack! 

A Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword pierced through his chest, sending devouring and destroying 

energy tearing through his body. A few moments later, the black-scaled man was dust. 

Zhao Feng was already at a level where he could casually kill a Divine Emissary. 

In the distance, the Death God was observing the Gods battling in the sky and also observing the battle 

between the Life Sacred Land and the Heaven Defying Faction. 

“Is he the real Ninth God Eye?” The Death God glanced at Zhao Feng. 

“However, it seems like he’s joined Divine Punishment’s side. Since that’s the case, he can’t be left 

alive!” A sinister and bloodthirsty expression appeared on the Death God’s face. 

If Zhao Feng was allowed to completely mature, the Divine Punishment God’s faction would outnumber 

his, and he had no desire to lower his head to the Divine Punishment God. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The battle of Gods was still continuing, the immense energy making others not dare to approach and 

also unable to clearly make out what was going on. The Sacred Land war had also not stopped and was 

only getting more chaotic. 

Gradually, however, the Heaven Defying Faction army was surrounded. The Heaven’s Legacy Race 

members on the three warships had released various massive arrays that fused together into an 

incredibly powerful defensive array. 

“Prepare to open the passage and return to the Divine Kingdom!” the Left Protector ordered. 

On the other side, God King Radiant Peak led the experts of his side in a furious assault. The Heaven’s 

Legacy Race array trembled and swayed. 

“Don’t stop! We can’t let them enter their Divine Kingdom!” God King Radiant Peak stared ahead and 

shouted. If the Heaven Defying Faction returned to its Divine Kingdom, they would be very hard to deal 

with. 



“But they have so many tricks and the support of the Divine Kingdom’s power. We might not be able to 

stop them.” Master Emptiness sighed. 

“Their Divine Kingdom is truly very sturdy….” 

For a moment, the Life Sacred Land was in an awkward situation. Once the Heaven Defying Faction 

returned to its Divine Kingdom, they wouldn’t be able to attack it even if they wanted to. 

“The inside of a Divine Kingdom is not guaranteed to be absolutely safe….” After thinking for a while, 

Zhao Feng muttered, his eyes flashing. 

He almost forgot that he had been to this Divine Kingdom before. As long as he had been somewhere 

before, Zhao Feng could use Thought Teleportation to travel there. However, carelessly entering a 

Divine Kingdom was rather dangerous. He needed to make some preparations first. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1543: Infiltrate and Plunder 

The Heaven Defying Faction members remained within the Heaven’s Legacy defensive array around the 

entrance to the Heaven Defying Faction’s Divine Kingdom. The defensive array was further supported by 

the power from the Divine Kingdom, making it abnormally sturdy. Even when the Life Sacred Land joined 

with its many allies in assaulting it, they failed to break it. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The Life Sacred Land continued to ceaselessly barrage the array. Even if they couldn’t break through the 

defensive barrier, they could at least hold the enemy down. The Heaven Defying Faction could not enter 

the Divine Kingdom all at once. Once their numbers dropped to a certain level, the defensive array 

would not have sufficient power and would be instantly blown apart. 

Zhao Feng did not follow the rest in attacking the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. At this time, 

he was planning to use Thought Teleportation to infiltrate the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. 

This was the best way to destroy the critical structures or even the core of the Divine Kingdom, making 

the Heaven Defying Faction’s plans to defend and leave this place go up in smoke. 

But he could not announce this plan or even tell God King Radiant Peak. If there was some spy of the 

Heaven Defying Faction in the Life Sacred Land that leaked this information, Zhao Feng would be like a 

lamb entering a tiger cave. 

Zhao Feng placed his clones, the Black Destruction Dragon, the many ancient beasts, and the little 

thieving cat into his own Divine Kingdom. This operation was rather dangerous, so Zhao Feng planned to 

rely on his own faction for it. He didn’t even tell Twilight Valley, the Giant God Race, or Xin Wuheng. 

Amid the chaotic crowd, Zhao Feng silently left. Once he withdrew into the rear, he entered his Divine 

Kingdom. 

Within his Divine Kingdom, Zhao Feng used Thought Teleportation and vanished. 

The Life Sacred Land, which was completely focused on attacking the Heaven Defying Faction, did not 

notice his departure. Perhaps someone would notice that he was gone after some time had passed. 
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But there was one person who noticed Zhao Feng vanishing: the Death God, observing everything from 

his distant position. 

“Where did that kid go?” The Death God’s eyes flashed. 

Why did Zhao Feng suddenly vanish by himself at a time like this? 

However, the Death God was alone at present, so he could do nothing until his allies arrived. Although 

the Heaven Lord was a threat to all the God Eyes, Divine Punishment’s group was enough to deal with 

him. Perhaps both sides would come away heavily damaged so that he and his allies could swoop in and 

obtain the final victory. 

Within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom: 

Hisssss! 

Dreamy images suddenly appeared within a closed hidden chamber. A silver-clothed and silver-haired 

man slowly emerged within. 

“I’ve arrived!” Zhao Feng opened his eyes and observed his surroundings. 

This was the place where he was first imprisoned within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. 

This secret chamber was a jail cell, and the arrays and domains around it completely sealed it off. Zhao 

Feng naturally had the ability to force his way through, but that was certain to draw the attention of the 

Heaven Defying Faction. 

“I can’t alarm them.” 

Zhao Feng used his left eye to see through the spatial barrier so that he could observe the scene outside 

the sealed dimension. 

Closing his eyes again, he used Thought Teleportation. Not much later, Zhao Feng disappeared from the 

secret chamber and appeared outside the domain. In this way, Zhao Feng easily left that sealed 

dimension. 

Even so, he did not act carelessly. This Divine Kingdom was bound to be covered in mechanisms, and 

one who did not understand that and moved around carelessly was bound to trigger them. 

This was the time for the little thieving cat to show is abilities. This was also why Zhao Feng had brought 

it along. Meooow! 

Zhao Feng took out the little thieving cat and had it lead the way. 

The mechanisms along the way were either silently disarmed or simply avoided. 

A little while later, Zhao Feng emerged from a giant building. 

He hid himself in space and began to observe. Within the Heaven Defying Faction, many members were 

flying back and forth between the three mountains, apparently very busy. 



“They probably aren’t that vigilant inside the Divine Kingdom. They never would’ve expected that 

someone would be able to silently infiltrate it.” Zhao Feng chuckled to himself as he began to stealthily 

move. 

Those of weaker cultivation could not sense his existence while he avoided those of higher cultivation. 

“After taking such a big risk, I would be losing too much if I don’t take something good!” Zhao Feng 

glanced at the Heaven’s Legacy Race island to his left. If he remembered correctly, the majority of the 

areas on that island were devoted to raising precious plants, many of them being extremely rare 

specimens from the Ancient Era. 

Zhao Feng was anxious to increase his strength at this time. Even a small harvest from this place would 

be welcome. After making his plan, Zhao Feng began to move toward the left island. 

There were comparatively few people on this island, so Zhao Feng arrived with little incident. Guided by 

the little thieving cat, Zhao Feng went in through the entrance. 

After a short while, the man and cat arrived in a spacious area. Ahead of them was an extremely wide 

metal path, and on both sides of the path were independent dimensions that mimicked different 

environments where various precious and rare plants were grown. 

Perhaps because of the war, other than the guards at the entrance, there were only a few people here 

responsible for managing the plants. All of them had rather low cultivations. 

Zhao Feng silently approached and plunged them all into dreams. 

He began to wander around this vast building. The plants grown in the first few growing regions were 

rather low-level and not worth his attention. 

After traveling several hundred steps, Zhao Feng suddenly stopped. 

“Jade Snow Essence Fruit, Black Ice Heaven Spirit Grass….” Zhao Feng was taken aback as he looked 

through the transparent spatial barrier at the plants within. 

The plants within this dimension all belonged to the Ice and Snow Dao. The two plants he mentioned 

were all excellent supplements for Ice Dao cultivators. They could nourish and repair God Altars, 

condense Divine Power, and stabilize one’s foundations. These were extremely high-level ingredients 

appropriate for the First Heaven to the Second Heaven. 

The dimension on his right contained plants of the Fire Dao. 

Zhao Feng resisted the temptation and continued until he was almost at the end. 

“Time and Space plants!” Zhao Feng’s eyes flashed. 

The number of plants for these two Dao was smaller, but their value and rarity were far above the 

others. 

In order to be safe, Zhao Feng still used Thought Teleportation to enter these dimensions. 

Swish! 



Zhao Feng vanished with a ball of dreamy mist and reemerged in one of the dimensions. 

“Great! Flowing Light Moon Spirit Fruit, White Moon Flower…” Zhao Feng delightedly looked at the 

plants grown in this dimension, even though many of them had yet to ripen. 

Meowmeow! 

The little thieving cat also jumped around in excitement. 

The combined efforts of man and cat proceeded to plunder everything in this dimension, leaving not 

even a blade of grass. 

Zhao Feng proceeded to the other side, where the Space Dao plants were being grown. 

This was a starry sky in which many rocks floated. The plants were being grown on these rocks. 

On a small island in the center of this starry expanse, Zhao Feng spotted a dark silver and slender tree. 

The space around it was creased and wrinkled. 

“I didn’t think that there would be a Space Spirit Tree too!” Zhao Feng eagerly approached the tree. 

The Space Spirit Tree was probably one of the most valuable plants in this dimension. The trunk itself 

was a priceless treasure that could be used to repair space-type supreme-quality divine artifacts and 

also serve as a material for various kinds of divine weapons. The sparkling Heaven Void Silver Leaves 

growing on the tree were also incredible treasures for cultivating the Space Laws. 

Zhao Feng immediately moved the tree away. 

The man and cat continued to plunder the dimension, but just as the two were engrossed in their 

thievery, movement came from outside. 

“Oh no!” Zhao Feng grimaced and immediately concealed himself along with the little thieving cat. 

Five figures emerged from the passage. 

“Curses! We’re going to be discovered!” Zhao Feng’s face turned grave. He hadn’t expected someone to 

come over while he was in the middle of stealing. 

Two of the five were wearing silver armor and were First Heaven God Lords. The other three were 

dressed in gray robes and were beneath the God Lord level. 

“Hurry and check things over!” 

“Once we’ve confirmed that there are no problems, we’ll leave!” 

The two silver-armored men urged. 

But the five men didn’t advance far before being struck dumb. 

“Oh no! Hurry and see if the plants have been stolen or not!” one of the five men grimaced and ordered. 

In this situation, they did not suspect outside invaders. Rather, they believed that this was the work of 

an insider. 



The three staff members went up to an instrument panel in front of one of the dimensions. By activating 

this panel, one could see the situation inside the growing area. 

“Oh no! All the Time-type plants have gone missing!” one of the workers yelled. 

“How bold! Someone is actually using the chaos to steal?” one of the silver-armored men, who had 

pitch-black skin, severely spoke. 

“Hurry and inform the elder!” the other silver-armored man said. 

“Hurry and see if the precious treasures in the Level Two Secret Chamber are okay!” one of the staff 

members anxiously said. 

If the treasures in the Level Two Chamber were lost, even if it wasn’t their responsibility, they would be 

punished all the same. 

The two silver-armored men were struck dumb by these words. 

Within the Space-type plant growing area, Zhao Feng’s eyes widened. “There’s still more inside?” 

And it seemed like what was inside was even more valuable. 

The three staff members and two silver-armored men went to the end of the path. The three staff 

members executed a Heaven’s Legacy secret art. A silver crack appeared on the wall and gradually 

outlined a square door that slowly began to open. 

The structure within was essentially the same as the one outside, but the space was even more stable. 

The five entered and examined the contents of one of the nearby dimensions through the instrument 

panel. 

“Whew! They’re all still here. Take a look!” One of the older staff members breathed a sigh of relief. 

The two silver-armored men took out message tokens and prepared to send a report. 

At this time, a figure emerged behind the five, though none of them noticed. 

Dream Dao energy emerged in Zhao Feng’s left eye, silently seeping into the souls of the five. Their 

bodies swayed and their eyes lost focus as they were drawn into his Dream Dimension. 

“Thank you for guiding the way!” Zhao Feng smiled. He hadn’t expected this place to have plants of even 

greater value. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1544: Dangerous Operation 

After taking care of the five staff members, Zhao Feng began to observe this higher-level plant 

cultivation region. Each planting area was an independent dimension. These were much smaller than 

the ones outside, but there were many more of them. 

“These plants are of an even higher level, but there are even more of them?” Zhao Feng felt this to be 

impossible. 
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He stepped forward to look at the image displayed on the instrument panel. The insides of the 

dimension were dark, gloomy, and shrouded in black mist. The ground was littered with white bones, 

and on top of one of the piles of white bones was a strange black and white flower. 

“Deathsoul Bone-Eating Flower!” Zhao Feng’s eyes flashed. He had seen this kind of plant mentioned 

while reading books in the Heaven’s Legacy Race library. This was a plant that had been developed by 

the Heaven’s Legacy Race. 

This plant could only grow on corpses that were thick with Death energy, but when experts died, their 

bodies would vanish, leaving nothing behind, so this environment had to be artificially created. It could 

be considered one of the Heaven Defying Faction’s more successful products. 

Zhao Feng clearly had no need for this plant, so he went to the next dimension. 

At this time, Zhao Feng understood why the high-level growing area had more dimensions. This was 

because each dimension was only growing a single plant, but each one was of incredible quality. For 

example, that Deathsoul Bone- Eating Flower could raise an incredible Death God Eye descendant. 

“This is… Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo!” Zhao Feng’s left eye pierced through the spatial barrier and 

saw the treasure growing within the second dimension. 

The ground within was pocked with craters and charred black. Dark clouds seethed overhead, and 

Divine Punishment energy was constantly thundering down. At the center of this dimension were 

several translucent white pieces of bamboo that were surrounded by arcs of lightning. This was the Nine 

Lightning Heaven Bamboo. 

It was said that where Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo grew was bound to be a forbidden zone of 

Heavenly Lightning, and ordinary people could not even hope to approach it. But for Lightning Dao 

cultivators, areas where this bamboo grew were superb areas to cultivate. This plant grew in lightning 

and gathered up Lightning essence. Not only could one use it to cultivate the Lightning Laws, it could 

also increase a cultivator’s ability to comprehend the Lightning Laws. 

Moreover, the stalks of Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo the Heaven Defying Faction was raising were 

grown under Divine Punishment energy, making them extremely high quality. 

Zhao Feng immediately used his Thought Teleportation to enter. 

A small portion of the Divine Punishment energy in the sky instantly crashed down at Zhao Feng. 

Swish! 

Zhao Feng released his own powerful Lightning energy to circle around him and block the attacks. 

He had experienced the Divine Punishment energy of the Divine Punishment God himself. Why would 

he be afraid of this trifling power? 

As he got closer and closer, the Divine Punishment energy assaulting him intensified. There was no 

doubting the power of this Divine Punishment energy, and even when Zhao Feng was focusing entirely 

on defense, he still felt rather hard-pressed. 



“Collect!” Zhao Feng got close to the Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo and took it into his Divine 

Kingdom. 

Brrrooom! 

All the Divine Punishment energy in the sky hurtled toward Zhao Feng. 

Zhao Feng immediately fled to the edge of the dimension, allowing him to escape the assault of most of 

the Divine Punishment energy. Finally, he used Thought Teleportation and left. 

“This Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo is of very high quality. It will definitely give a big boost to my 

Lightning Law!” 

Zhao Feng was very satisfied. 

However, he needed to pick up the pace. His actions in this place would be discovered sooner or later. If 

his enemies seized the initiative, he would be in trouble. 

Thus, Zhao Feng decided to take only a few more plants and then leave. After all, he still had another 

mission in infiltrating the Heaven Defying Faction’s Divine Kingdom. 

Upon inspection, Zhao Feng realized that the first eight areas corresponded to the traits of the Eight 

Great God Eyes. 

This made sense. After all, the Heaven Defying Faction didn’t pull its God Eye descendants out of thin 

air. It had paid an enormous price in raising these plants to create these experts. 

Zhao Feng went to the area for the Spacetime plant. This was a peaceful space in which many stones of 

various sizes floated. They gleamed with a white jade-like luster, and in the center of these jade-like 

stones was an abnormally dazzling round piece of jade that seemed to radiate moonlight. 

“Void Profound Spirit Jade!” Zhao Feng was stunned. He hadn’t expected to see such an incredibly rare 

treasure here. 

Ever since the shattering of the Desolate Continent, Void Profound Spirit Jade could only form in spatial 

fissures and forbidden torrents of chaotic energy, and this was only after countless years. 

This precious resource was why so many Space cultivators liked to drift through space. They hoped to 

come upon this treasure by chance. 

Zhao Feng immediately used his Thought Teleportation to go inside. Spacetime energy immediately 

engulfed him, slowing down Zhao Feng’s thoughts and movements. 

Zhao Feng immediately released his own Spacetime Law energy to oppose it. Otherwise, he would be 

crawling through this dimension as slowly as a snail. 

In truth, Zhao Feng could just destroy the dimension and save himself the trouble, but if he did this, he 

would expose himself. 

“Given the situation, I’ll have to leave after taking this treasure,” Zhao Feng mentally calculated. 



Meanwhile, outside the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, the battle of Gods was still continuing 

and only getting more and more terrifying. Space was in absolute tatters, and if there was no Heaven 

Mending Race expert, the damage would need hundreds of millions of years to repair. 

The Spacetime, Divine Punishment, and Life Gods all had rather unsightly looks. The three of them were 

working together, and any other God would find their life in peril. But while the Heaven Lord was 

injured, he was not severely so. 

“Spacetime Fissure!” The Spacetime God’s eyes flashed with silver light. 

Hwoooo! 

A terrifying spacetime fissure appeared in the distance, the Spacetime energy infused within it able to 

obliterate all in its path. This spacetime fissure rapidly pursued the Heaven Lord. 

“Hammer of Divine Punishment!” The Divine Punishment God activated his own eyes, his Eye Intent 

taking control of the boundless Divine Punishment energy in the sky and molding it into a hammer. 

Meanwhile, the Life God took control of countless thorny vines that locked down all the paths the 

Heaven Lord could use to retreat. 

The three Gods had surrounded the Heaven Lord with their attacks. 

“Break!” The Heaven Lord activated his Heavenly Dao God Eye, unleashing an energy that destroyed all 

laws and rules, obliterating everything around him. 

“It’s that energy again!” The Life God’s heart sank, a look of alarm on her face. 

After battling with the Heaven Lord for so long, they had developed some understanding of his abilities. 

The most problematic was the power the Heaven Lord used just now; it could instantly destroy all 

nearby laws and rules. This also meant that when he was releasing this energy, the Heaven Lord was 

essentially impervious. 

Of course, such a powerful move took a lot of energy and had a rather large interval between uses. 

“Whew!” The Heaven Lord gasped for air as he coldly stared at the three Gods. 

Fighting these three Gods, if he had only the Heavenly Dao God Eye and not his God-Devil Body, he 

probably would have been defeated long ago. 

“If you want someone to hate, hate yourself! This is all the result of your sins!” the Divine Punishment 

God coldly said. The Heaven Lord glanced at the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The Life Sacred Land was continuing to incessantly attack the Heaven Defying Faction’s defensive array. 

At this time, more and more experts were joining the Life Sacred Land, and their assault was so powerful 

that the Heaven Defying Faction members were finding it very hard to smoothly escape into the Divine 

Kingdom. 

If the stalemate continued, the Heaven Defying Faction was bound to lose. 



“Let’s fight again later….” The Heaven Lord glanced at the three Gods before retreating back to the 

Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. 

“Want to leave!?” the Spacetime God roared as he rushed forward to stop him. 

“Ancient Divine Fist!” The Heaven Lord immediately activated his Ancient God-Devil Body and unleashed 

a tyrannical punch. The Spacetime God was forced to fall back. 

The shift in the battle of Gods drew the attention of both sides of the battle. God King Radiant Peak saw 

the Heaven Lord flying over and felt his legs shake. 

“Get back!” God King Radiant Peak hastily ordered. 

The Heaven Lord could survive while being attacked by three Gods. He had already proved his strength. 

The Heaven Lord needed to fear no one except the Gods. 

At this time, the Heaven Lord punched down at the Life Sacred Land members. 

“Retreat!” The members of the Life Sacred Land were scared out of their wits and fled with all their 

might, but the Heaven Lord’s attack was simply too fast and was instantly upon them. 

“Spacetime Shift!” In the end, the Spacetime God intervened, creating a spatial black hole that moved 

the Heaven Lord’s attack away. 

The Heaven Lord used this chance to open the passage to the Divine Kingdom. In a flash, all the 

members of the Heaven’s Legacy Race started surging inside. 

“Don’t even think about it!” The Divine Punishment God hurtled down, surrounded by dazzling lightning. 

Boom! Bang! 

The Heaven Lord punched with both arms, directly taking the attack and protecting the members of the 

Heaven Defying Faction. In the end, all the remaining members entered the Divine Kingdom. 

“Wait until I cut his Divine Kingdom open!” The Spacetime God snorted. 

Swishswishswish! 

The three Gods descended and unleashed their strongest attacks. 

If the Heaven Lord was allowed to leave, the three of them would lose all their dignity while also 

allowing a major threat to escape. 

“Reversal!” The Heaven Lord instantly reversed the heavens and earth and began to flee with his 

immense Divine Kingdom. 

At this time, he needed to stand guard outside the Divine Kingdom. There were truly very few things in 

the world that could stand against the attacks of three Gods. The Spacetime God, in particular, could 

easily inflict severe damage to the Divine Kingdom. 

However, the Heaven Lord was facing three Gods alone, and in the end, he was somewhat unable to 

hold. 



“Activate the Heaven Defying Divine Kingdom defensive array!” the Heaven Lord sent a message into 

the Divine Kingdom. 

In the Divine Kingdom, in an underground palace in the central island, an ancient elder gripping a gray-

white wooden staff, his white beard reaching to the floor, ordered, “Activate the Divine Kingdom’s 

defensive array!” 

“Yes, Right Protector!” 

Massive instruments stood in this palace, surrounded by many operators. 

“Activate the Divine Kingdom defensive array!” 

The order spread out with machine-like efficiency. 

At the same time, in the plant growing area on the left island: 

“I got it!” Zhao Feng smiled as he gripped the round piece of jade – the Void Profound Spirit Jade. 

After taking it, Zhao Feng began to make plans to leave, ceasing to indulge in his greed. 

Upon reaching the passage, Zhao Feng was able to detect countless people returning to the Divine 

Kingdom with his left eye. 

“So many people!” Zhao Feng paled. 

The members of the Heaven Defying Faction had all returned to the Divine Kingdom. If he was exposed, 

he would be surrounded by the full force of this army. 

But upon careful observation, Zhao Feng realized that he hadn’t been discovered yet. These members 

returning to the Divine Kingdom had gathered on the distant horizon and were apparently laying down 

some sort of array. 

“It seems like the battle isn’t over yet,” Zhao Feng said to himself. 

He used the Heavenly Closure Seal to seal his energy, including his God Eye energy, then he changed his 

appearance, concealed himself, and began to move. 

Zhao Feng had not forgotten that his goal in infiltrating the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom was 

to destroy critical structures of the Divine Kingdom, perhaps even the core. This would severely damage 

the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom’s defensive abilities, allowing the Life Sacred Land to 

smoothly break in. 

Zhao Feng began to approach the central Heaven’s Legacy island. 

Zhao Feng noticed that the Heaven Defying Faction members simply weren’t looking out for outside 

invaders. Perhaps this was because they believed it was impossible for an outsider to get in without 

anyone noticing. 

While the experience was harrowing, Zhao Feng was actually in little danger. 

“The core of the Divine Kingdom is probably over there.” Zhao Feng cast his eyes toward the forbidden 

ground. He had become sure of this conclusion during his period of captivity. 
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Chapter 1545: Entering the Core 

The core of the Divine Kingdom is probably over there.” Zhao Feng cast his eyes toward the forbidden 

ground. He had become sure of this conclusion during his period of captivity. 

By now, Zhao Feng had already changed into a suit of silver armor, becoming one of the guards of the 

Heaven Defying Faction. With all the Heaven’s Legacy Race members returning, the chances of him 

being discovered had greatly increased, so Zhao Feng decided to wear a disguise. Unless a God King 

expert carefully examined him, it would be very difficult to find anything suspicious. 

The members within the Heaven Defying Faction simply couldn’t imagine that there was an 

undiscovered intruder, so their vigilance was rather low. Moreover, given the chaos of the battle, there 

was no God King who had the time to carefully observe a guard like Zhao Feng. 

However, if he approached the forbidden area around the core, that would change. There was no one 

around the forbidden zone, so if Zhao Feng got close, he would be far too obvious and attract too much 

attention. Thus, Zhao Feng stopped near the forbidden zone and began to think. 

At this moment: 

Hisssss! 

A white crystalline array took shape within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. As it was set up, 

powerful streams of energy began to flow across it. White rays of light began to extend from the array, 

linking with other parts of the Divine Kingdom. Within the array and around it, many experts began to 

operate crucial parts of the array. 

If one wanted to fend off the attacks of three Gods, the innate defensive capabilities of the Divine 

Kingdom were far from enough. An energy transference array needed to be set up so that the members 

of the Heaven Defying Faction could supply the Divine Kingdom with power. 

In the distance, three golden-armored men flew toward the forbidden zone. 

“You, come here!” One of them, a pale-faced man, pointed at a silver-armored guard and called out. 

“Yes!” The silver-armored guard turned in shock and immediately rushed over. 

Golden armor signified a Second Heaven, and those that wore it belonged to the highest class of guard, 

answering only to the upper echelon of the Heaven Defying Faction. The silver-armored guards had to 

obey the orders of a golden- armored guard. 

“Follow us to guard the forbidden zone,” one of the golden-armored guards said. 

The silver-armored guard paled while the people nearby trembled and instantly began to move away. 

Everyone knew that the forbidden zone was the core of the Divine Kingdom. Now that the Divine 

Kingdom’s defensive array was being activated, powerful energy was bound to erupt from the core. This 

energy was not something that an ordinary God Lord could endure. 
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“At crucial times, everyone suddenly becomes afraid of death! You, get over here!” The pale-faced man 

disdainfully spat, and then he spotted a silver-armored guard who was slow to move and called out. 

“Yes!” This slow guard was Zhao Feng. He pretended to be unwilling as he flew over. 

The three golden-armored guards gathered a few more members before making their way toward the 

forbidden zone. 

At this time, the forbidden zone was already beginning to pulse with frightening energy. Even though it 

was separated from the outside world by an array, the energy could still be felt. 

“When the Divine Kingdom’s array is activated, the defenses around the core will weaken. In order to 

prevent any mishaps, you must guard this area!” the pale-faced guard sternly said. 

Normally, the forbidden zone was deserted because of all the traps around it, but this was a critical 

moment. If there was any sort of mishap around the core, it needed to be repaired immediately. Thus, 

people needed to be here to keep watch. 

In truth, sending Third Heavens or even God Kings would make things much safer, but there was a 

manpower shortage at this time, so they could only send the lower-level God Lords. 

Kabooom! 

Massive explosions could be heard within the core, and the terrifying energy was only increasing in 

power. 

Outside the array, the silver-armored guards formed their Divine Power into barriers to protect 

themselves. 

Suddenly, with a massive boom, a terrifying pulse of Divine Power slammed into the array. At the same 

time, the large array in the distance unleashed its own pulse of terrifying Divine Power that connected 

and fused with the Divine Kingdom. 

With this, the Heaven Defying Faction’s most powerful Divine Kingdom array was complete. Even a God 

would need some time to break into the Divine Kingdom. 

Near the forbidden zone, the area within the array was bursting with energy. Although it had not leaked 

out, the guards outside were still frightened. 

Heh, if the defensive array were to shatter, this terrifying power would be enough to kill a First Heaven 

God Lord. Even a Second Heaven would only be able to retreat! As Zhao Feng observed the forbidden 

zone from close up, he smiled. 

He circulated his Thought power and his Realization ability. This was a Thought ability, and as long as the 

difficulty of completion wasn’t high, he could use it without using Dream Origin energy. 

Zhao Feng turned his left eye to the back of the array. Suddenly, a tiny hole appeared in the array. 

Kaboom! 

Terrifying Divine Power gushed out. Cracks instantly began to spread out from this hole, increasing its 

size. 



The guards never would’ve imagined that such a mishap would occur right from the start. 

Boom! Bang! 

A storm of dark gray energy swept forth. The silver-armored guard closest to the gap was instantly 

engulfed by this storm of energy, his barrier of Divine Power shattering and his body turning to dust. 

Zhao Feng used this chance to enter the array. 

Boom! Bang! 

The other silver-armored guards were knocked away. 

“Not good! A hole appeared in the array!” The golden-armored guards retreated in alarm and released 

large amounts of Divine Power to resist the impact. 

At the same time, this activity alarmed the other people in the Divine Kingdom. 

Deep underground: 

“What’s going on!?” the Right Protector called out. 

“The forbidden zone array has been damaged!” an operator immediately reported. 

Only a true member of the Heaven’s Legacy Race could repair the array, but the majority of the 

Heaven’s Legacy Race members had low cultivation levels. 

However, the Right Protector still managed to find an appropriate man for the job. This person was none 

other than Yu Liuping, and he quickly arrived at the Divine Kingdom’s core. 

“Elder Yu!” The nearby guards bowed. 

“Did you notice anyone suspicious just now?” Yu Liuping’s gaze was dark as he questioned. 

“No.” This was the answer he obtained from everyone. 

“There were eight people in all standing guard around the forbidden zone. Two of them were close to 

the break in the array and were killed in the line of duty….” the pale-faced man reported. 

“Mm.” Yu Liuping nodded and ceased worrying. 

The energy was at its strongest at the moment it broke through the array. If caught off guard, a First 

Heaven God Lord had no chance to resist. 

He also inspected the inside of the array. Not sensing anything strange, he began the repairs. 

The forbidden zone had three levels of arrays. The outermost array was the defensive isolation domain 

while the other two were weakening barriers. Any energy that passed through these arrays would be 

weakened to a certain extent. 

Just now, Zhao Feng ventured into the second array, using his Realization ability to repair the gap he had 

made. 



The energy within the second array was so powerful that even a Second Heaven God Lord would be 

instantly killed. However, as a peak Second Heaven, Zhao Feng naturally had nothing to fear, and he 

ventured into the depths. 

What was before him now was the third array. The energy inside was so great that even a Third Heaven 

wouldn’t last a second. 

“If it can prevent even Gods from getting in, the core of this Divine Kingdom must be extraordinary!” 

Zhao Feng was wondering if he should enter the third array. 

A powerful ripple of energy suddenly approached Zhao Feng. 

“Kid, who are you?” an indistinct soul voice rang out. 

Alarmed, Zhao Feng focused his eyes and spotted an ethereal robe floating in a storm of Divine Power. 

Various spatial barriers surrounded the robe, sheltering it from the storm of energy around it. 

This is…?” Zhao Feng was startled. It was the robe that had spoken just now. 

He activated his left eye so he could get a clearer view of the insides of the array. 

The robe was crystalline white and covered in mysterious silver patterns. It glimmered with a gorgeous 

light. Moreover, in the center of the third array was a fourth array! 

“Kid, you’re quite bold to dare and sneak in here!” the robe spoke again. 

“An Ancestral Artifact?” Zhao Feng probed. 

Ordinary divine weapons would have never been able to safely remain in that place. 

“I…” The robe was at a loss for words. 

When it was whole, it truly was an Ancestral Artifact, but now, it was a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact that 

had been forged from many fragments. But if it said such a thing, it would just be debasing itself. 

Seeing as the robe said nothing, Zhao Feng could guess that it was a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. After all, 

he had already seen the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Blazing Hell. 

“Kid, you’re not a member of the Heaven’s Legacy Race, so you’re truly foolish for coming here!” The 

robe began to exude an imposing aura as it spoke in an accusatory tone. 

“Why don’t you leave this place with me?” Zhao Feng smiled and proposed. 

His goal right now was to damage the internal structure of the Divine Kingdom, perhaps even the core. 

And now, in the core, he had discovered this Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

From the look of it, the immense energy unleashed by the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact was of great 

assistance to the Divine Kingdom’s defenses. If he took it away with him, wouldn’t he have reached his 

goal? 

Zhao Feng was more confident in this line of action. The innermost fourth array had many kinds of 

Ancestral Artifact fragments. These probably allowed the core to function and provided it with different 



kinds of energy. However, the array was surrounded by spatial energy that blocked the senses and 

vision. 

It was clear that this was the robe’s work. Otherwise, Zhao Feng would not have mistakenly believed 

that there were only three arrays. From this, one could see that the robe had some hope in the intruder 

and wanted to leave. 

“Kid, just you!?” the robe angrily bellowed. 

Outside the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, the Heaven Lord and the Divine Kingdom were 

fleeing. 

But he was being pursued by the Spacetime God Eye, who had also increased the speed of the other two 

Gods. Lightning, Spacetime energy, and thorny vines intersected as the three Gods’ attacks struck. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The Heaven Lord used a large amount of eye-bloodline energy and power from himself and his Divine 

Kingdom to block the attacks. 

“What a sturdy Divine Kingdom!” The Spacetime God’s mouth twitched. 

“We can’t be careless. They’re behind us….” the Life God warned. 

Ten million li behind them, three figures were rapidly flying. One of them was a stooped old man 

wearing tattered black robes. Another was an elder wearing a resplendent golden robe, his golden eyes 

more dazzling than the sun. In the very back was a well-endowed middle-aged woman in a dark purple 

gown, her entire body exuding a dark and oppressive energy. 

King of Gods 
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In the Divine Kingdom core, Zhao Feng and that crystalline white robe were separated by a single array. 

“Kid, just you!?” the robe roared. 

Firstly, it took offense to Zhao Feng’s tone. The first question left it speechless and the second was 

asking for a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact to go with Zhao Feng! Secondly, it did not believe that Zhao Feng 

was able to leave this place. 

“You also want to leave this place, right? If you miss out on this chance, you’ll be stuck here forever.” 

Zhao Feng lightly chuckled, apparently taking the robe’s anger in stride. 

The fourth and innermost array contained many different kinds of Ancestral Artifact fragments that had 

been organized into some complicated Heaven’s Legacy array. When the crystalline robe sensed Zhao 

Feng coming, it used its power to isolate these Ancestral Artifact fragments, preventing them from 

seeing or sensing anything. This caused Zhao Feng to initially believe that there were only three arrays. 

The robe had done this because it had some hope in this intruder. It wanted to leave and did not want 

Zhao Feng’s identity to be exposed. 
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“Kid, you’re just a mere peak Second Heaven. I don’t know how you managed to get in, but leaving will 

be as difficult as ascending to the heavens in a single step,” the crystalline robe solemnly said. 

Although it had escaped the control of the Heaven’s Legacy Race, it would not act recklessly. If it chose 

to follow Zhao Feng but Zhao Feng failed to escape, the Heaven’s Legacy Race would capture it again, 

leading to disastrous consequences. And even if they successfully escaped, it would be far too easy for 

the Heaven Defying Faction to deal with a mere Second Heaven like Zhao Feng. 

Zhao Feng fell quiet for a few moments. Until the crystalline robe agreed to join him, he could not 

divulge to it the secret of Thought Teleportation. After all, if the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact found out 

who he really was, it might tell the Heaven Defying Faction. 

“At this moment, the Heaven Defying Faction is at war with three God Eye Deities. The members of the 

Heaven Defying Faction are too busy to worry about anything else, so leaving won’t be difficult. In 

addition, I’m a member of the God Eye camp,” Zhao Feng flatly replied. 

“Three God Eyes?” The robe was rather astonished. 

It had sensed the battle going on, but it didn’t know that the opposing side was three God Eyes. 

However, it had some understanding of the Heaven Defying Faction’s power, so it was only astonished 

for a few moments. 

It initially believed that Zhao Feng was a member of the Heaven Defying Faction who was using the 

chaos of the battle to steal some treasure and flew in here. It hadn’t expected for Zhao Feng to actually 

be an outsider. A peak Second Heaven that could infiltrate the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Divine Kingdom 

and enter the core could not be simple. 

“Then let me tell you something else. As soon as I leave this array, the Heaven Defying Faction will 

notice. Do you think you have a chance of taking me away now?” The crystalline robe’s voice was 

gloomy. 

This was the crucial point. Otherwise, it would have used its own strength to easily break through the 

three arrays. 

“I do,” Zhao Feng calmly replied, his expression extremely serious. 

This answer left the robe dumbfounded. Of course, it was still suspicious. 

“Think it over carefully. I don’t have much time here. I’ll probably be discovered soon.” After saying this, 

Zhao Feng entered his Dream Divine Kingdom. 

The core of the Dream Divine Kingdom had a time cultivation effect where the passing of four hundred 

days inside was equivalent to just one day in the outside world. Zhao Feng used this time to solidify his 

foundation and then make plans for breaking into the Third Heaven. 

On the central island, in the underground base, the Right Protector was observing the situation outside 

through a giant screen in front of him. 

“The three God Eyes are ceaseless in their pursuit. In this situation, even if the Heaven Lord takes out 

some of his trump cards, it won’t be of much use.” The Right Protector’s white brows locked together. 



At this moment, he received a message. “Protector, the plant growing area has been robbed, even the 

Level Two Secret Chamber…” 

The Right Protector’s eyes went wide. Someone had somehow managed to plunder the Heaven Defying 

Faction’s plant cultivation area without any of them noticing? 

The core…!” The Right Protector suddenly remembered something. 

Earlier, the defensive array around the core had suddenly shattered. Although the incident was rather 

sudden, there was nothing suspicious about it. However, the knowledge that the plant cultivation area 

had been plundered changed everything. 

A sheet of frost emerged on his face and his body went rigid. 

“I’m leaving for a bit!” the Right Protector called out and then vanished. 

“Just who is it?” The Right Protector rapidly made his way toward the forbidden zone. 

“Right Protector!” The guards instantly bowed. 

No one expected the Right Protector to come personally. Had he come to interrogate them about their 

mistake from earlier? They were all fearful of what might happen next. 

But the Protector said nothing, instead forming a spell as if preparing to open the array. 

Back in the core, within the second array, a spatial ripple alarmed Zhao Feng within his Divine Kingdom. 

“Kid, I agree!” The anxious voice of the robe rang out. 

Zhao Feng immediately rushed out and soon realized what had the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact so anxious. 

“Okay! Since you plan to follow me, first destroy the Divine Kingdom’s core!” Zhao Feng immediately 

ordered. 

Three God Eyes were attacking the Divine Kingdom at this time. The moment its defenses were 

weakened, the three Gods were certain to easily break in. 

“Kid, you aren’t just using me, right?!” the crystalline robe bellowed. 

It was alarmed by Zhao Feng’s request because it sensed the arrival of a God King expert. It seemed like 

the Heaven Defying Faction had discovered that there was an intruder. 

It wanted to see how Zhao Feng would escape with it in this situation – what sort of tricks he had up his 

sleeve – but Zhao Feng didn’t seem panicked, even asking it to destroy the Divine Kingdom’s core first. 

“Fine! Kid, I’ll trust you just once.” The crystalline robe had no other choice but to comply. Zhao Feng 

had been here for some time and it had never informed the Heaven Defying Faction, which meant that it 

had failed to report an intruder. 

Swish! 

The robe flew up to the fourth array and began to use spatial energy to disrupt the formation. The 

Divine Kingdom’s defensive system instantly fell into disarray, the defensive array beginning to flicker. 



“I can only disrupt it!” the robe cried out, and then it used a powerful Space Law energy to charge at the 

third array in a streak of ethereal light. 

This array was not a defensive isolation array, so the robe was able to easily pass through. 

At this moment, the furious voice of the Right Protector came from outside the array; “You dare to 

betray the Heaven Defying Faction!?” 

By “you,” the Right Protector was referring to Zhao Feng and the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. On the 

surface, Zhao Feng was a guard of the Heaven Defying Faction. Moreover, the Right Protector did not 

believe that an outsider would be able to infiltrate the Heaven Defying Faction undetected and plunder 

the resources they had been growing. 

“Kid, what’s your plan?” The crystalline robe was clearly afraid. 

“No hurry.” Zhao Feng was unpanicked. 

If the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact had agreed earlier, he could have just used Thought Teleportation to 

leave, but there was no time now. 

However, Zhao Feng had gotten much stronger. He was no longer like he was in the past, when he 

couldn’t even fight back against God King Charflame while working together with others. 

He had already killed the strongest Divine Emissary. What more was a God King? And if he had the help 

of a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, it would be like giving a tiger wings. 

Bzzzz! 

In a flash of light, his disguise vanished, revealing his true appearance. 

“Zhao Feng, it’s you!?” The Right Protector stared at Zhao Feng’s face in disbelief. 

The Ninth God Eye that they pursued had inexplicably infiltrated the Heaven Defying Faction Divine 

Kingdom, stolen many of their plants and resources, and was even attempting to damage the Divine 

Kingdom’s core. The Right Protector felt an excruciating pain in his heart. 

The crystalline robe was also rather surprised. This kid was apparently rather famous. 

However, when it asked Zhao Feng if he had a plan, Zhao Feng just replied “No hurry.” This made the 

robe want to curse. This was a mere peak Second Heaven, his opponent was a God King, and he was 

within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, and yet he was saying “No hurry”!? 

Boom! Bang! 

Zhao Feng unsealed the Ninth God Eye and released his Divine Power and Law energies. Vast torrents of 

Primal Chaos energy began to wreak havoc within the forbidden zone. 

“Zhao Feng, stop!” the Right Protector called. His eyes activated, unleashing dark clouds of mist. 

The Pseudo Ancestral Artifact had already greatly disrupted the core’s operation. The defenses of the 

Divine Kingdom were weak at this time, and if a major battle took place here, it would undoubtedly 

affect the core. 



Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The entire Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom began to shake and sway. 

The three God Eyes naturally seized the excellent chance Zhao Feng had provided them. Suddenly, a gap 

appeared in the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. 

The breaking of the Divine Kingdom affected the array. All the members within the array vomited blood. 

At the same time, in the Divine Kingdom’s core, the fourth array shattered, unleashing a destructive 

storm of energy. 

“Let’s get out of here first!” Zhao Feng immediately barked. 

The Pseudo Ancestral Artifact had no other option except to sweep up Zhao Feng and leave. “No! How 

could this be?!” Extreme hatred appeared on the Right Protector’s face. 

Thwish! 

The Right Protector immediately pursued the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact and Zhao Feng. 

At the same time, outside the Divine Kingdom: 

“What’s going on?” The Heaven Lord’s face turned dour. 

What happened in the Divine Kingdom? Why did the defensive array suddenly weaken, allowing the 

Spacetime God to punch open a hole in it? 

He could no longer keep traveling with the Divine Kingdom. God-level energy was simply too powerful. If 

it got in through the gap, it would unleash a calamity on the insides of the Divine Kingdom. 

Boom! 

With a slap of his palm, the Heaven Lord sent the Divine Kingdom flying several million li away. 

Inside the Divine Kingdom, the heavens and earth reversed. 

Zhao Feng and the Right Protector had just charged out of the forbidden zone. 

“Zhao Feng, I’ll kill you!” The Right Protector had a vicious gaze. His left eye exuded vast clouds of mist, 

and many black silhouettes emerged from it. All of them were Samsara Immortal Bodies. Their leader 

was a God King, and beside it were two Third Heavens and many more Second Heaven and First Heaven 

God Lords. 

“You’re the one who revived Divine Emissary Chang!” When Zhao Feng saw the Right Protector’s Eye of 

Samsara, he made a guess. 

The Right Protector was not skilled in battle. His duty was to manage the Heaven Defying Faction Divine 

Kingdom and revive some of its members. 

“Kill!” 

At this moment, the Life Sacred Land army charged in through the gap. The Heaven Defying Faction 

members had to face this external foe. 



“See? We can escape now, right?” Zhao Feng smiled. 

In this situation, even though they were exposed, they would not be surrounded by the entire Heaven 

Defying Faction. 

“Are you blind? You’re facing a God King!” the robe grumbled. 

Even so, the situation was much better than it had imagined it would be. But this was far too risky. If the 

three God Eyes had not made a hole in the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom on time, they would 

have been finished. 

“A God King? So what?” Zhao Feng laughed. 

He wanted nothing more than to deal with this Right Protector at this moment. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1547: Battle Against a God King 

Outside the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, the three God Eyes were in a distant standoff with 

the Heaven Lord. 

Your fate is sealed. Die.” The Divine Punishment God Eye’s tone was cold, his face indifferent. 

“Haha, even if the fate of the Heaven Defying Faction is sealed, you can’t kill me!” The Heaven Lord 

savagely laughed. As long as he wasn’t dead, nothing was finished. 

Swish! 

The Heaven Lord waved a hand, and a golden saber covered in strange and simple designs appeared. It 

exuded the aura of a supreme expert and made the entire world tremble. As he activated it, it flashed 

with a golden light that pierced through the world, obliterating everything in its path. 

“A perfect Metal Law!” The Life God was startled. 

Usually only God Kings possessed perfect laws, but it was this weapon that possessed such a powerful 

law this time. Together with its ancient aura and its single strike that was blazing with fighting intent, 

one could tell at a glance that it was extraordinary. 

This was an Ancestral Artifact! 

“Ancestral Artifact, Xingtian!” The Divine Punishment God instantly recognized this Ancestral Artifact. 

Ancestral Artifact Xingtian was the Ancestral Artifact of the God Martial Race during the Ancient Era. 

“I didn’t think you would have a trump card like this!” The Spacetime God was rather alarmed. 

An unprecedented war of God-Devils had taken place in the Ancient Era, and countless experts were 

killed. Even the real Ancestral Artifacts were shattered, with only a scant few remaining whole. 

For the Heaven Lord to hold back such a powerful Ancestral Artifact for so long was evidence of his 

incredible patience and endurance. The moment he revealed an Ancestral Artifact, many other God 

Kings, and even Gods, would be certain to long for it. Even if they previously had no quarrel with the 
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Heaven Lord, they would still come to seize the Ancestral Artifact for themselves. But now, at this crucial 

moment, the Heaven Lord could no longer worry about so much and took out Xingtian. 

Within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, as a beam of Metal Law energy passed through, the 

members of both sides felt a sharp pain on their divine bodies and souls. And this was within the Divine 

Kingdom; there was no telling what would have happened to them if they were outside. 

“Has the Heaven Lord already taken out that trump card?” The Right Protector’s face darkened. 

“It seems that the Heaven Defying Faction has already hit a dead end!” Zhao Feng faintly smiled. 

You lot, kill him!” The Right Protector threw down an order and left. 

He didn’t have the time to deal with Zhao Feng. He needed to move the Divine Kingdom away from the 

God battlefield. The Heaven Defying Faction was in danger, and other plans were needed. Thus, he had 

to divide his attention between controlling the Divine Kingdom and controlling his Samsara Immortal 

Bodies as they attacked Zhao Feng. 

“A mere peak Second Heaven requires my intervention?” A blue-haired elder exuding a chilly aura 

looked in interest at Zhao Feng. 

This blue-haired elder was the God King Samsara Immortal Body. At his side were two Third Heavens 

and many First and Second Heaven Samsara Immortal Bodies. 

“Come out!” Zhao Feng opened a path to his Divine Kingdom and released his clones and subordinates. 

Against this many foes, Zhao Feng naturally wouldn’t get careless. Besides, this war was the perfect 

chance to wipe out the Heaven Defying Faction. 

Swish! Swish! Swish! 

One figure after another flew out of the Divine Kingdom passage, outnumbering the Right Protector’s 

Samsara Immortal Bodies. Of course, Zhao Feng’s subordinates were weaker cultivation-wise than the 

Samsara Immortal Bodies. 

“Oh? Kid, you have a lot of helpers?” The crystalline white robe’s tone became somewhat gentler. 

In the previous situation, Zhao Feng’s death would have been assured against so many opponents, and it 

would once more fall under the control of the Heaven Defying Faction, but now that Zhao Feng had 

summoned so many helpers, they had a chance of escaping. 

“Junior, die!” the blue-haired elder roared, an ice storm erupting from his body that caused the 

surrounding world to freeze. 

“Kid, run!” the robe immediately called out. 

It was merely a weapon. Without someone to control it, it could not contend against a God King. And 

Zhao Feng was only a peak Second Heaven who had yet to obtain its recognition. Even if it was refined, 

Zhao Feng wouldn’t be able to use much of this Pseudo Ancestral Artifact’s power. 

“Why run? Fight!” Zhao Feng cried out, releasing immense amounts of Primal Chaos energy as he 

charged forward. 



“What?” The robe was flabbergasted. It had believed that Zhao Feng released his subordinates to cover 

the retreat and buy time for their escape, but it turned out that Zhao Feng was intending to fight 

himself. 

“Primal Chaos Domain!” Zhao Feng used his vast amounts of Primal Chaos energy to construct a Primal 

Chaos Domain. 

As his opponent was a God King, Zhao Feng constricted the size of the Primal Chaos Domain so that it 

only strengthened himself. Otherwise, a God King had more than enough power to easily shatter the 

Primal Chaos Domain. 

“Die!” The blue-haired elder swung a hand, sending a wave of ice through the air. 

Zhao Feng felt like an iceberg was smashing down on him, its momentum shaking the heavens. A 

powerful Ice Law energy was affecting the entire world, even Zhao Feng’s Primal Chaos energy. 

“Die!” Zhao Feng gripped his Primal Chaos Ancestral Artifact fragment, formed a giant Primal Chaos 

Tribulation Lightning Sword around it, and slashed. 

In the past, he was powerless against God King Charflame of the Purgatory Sacred Land, but after going 

through the instruction of the Divine Punishment God, his strength had undergone an immense 

transformation. In his next encounter against a God King, Zhao Feng wasn’t experiencing that much 

pressure. 

Boom! Bang! 

The Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword collided with the icy slash, the impact causing violent 

waves of energy to explode toward both sides. Zhao Feng’s hands trembled as a bone-chilling cold 

assailed him. 

“As expected, you’re not simple.” The blue-haired elder gave a mocking smile, seemingly unruffled. 

Zhao Feng’s attack just now was extremely powerful, able to match his own, but the gap in cultivation 

was just too great. His perfect Ice Law had the supreme advantage. 

“Is the gap in Laws too much?” Zhao Feng had also realized this. He had a Spacetime Law and a Lightning 

Law, but when facing a perfect Ice Law, he was still at a disadvantage. 

At this moment: 

“Kid, I’ll lend you a hand!” The crystalline robe drifted up to Zhao Feng’s size and wrapped around him. 

It had been preparing to flee alone, but Zhao Feng’s strength made it reconsider. It also had a deep 

grudge against the Heaven Defying Faction, so if it could use this chance to give it a savage blow, it 

would be more than willing to do so. Thus, it decided to help Zhao Feng. 

A perfect Space Law energy shrouded the area. Although it was not very stable, it was truly a perfect 

Space Law. 

As Zhao Feng had not refined this Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, he could only use an extremely small part of 

its Space Law energy, but for Zhao Feng, this was enough. 



“Okay!” Delighted, Zhao Feng once more stared at the God King Samsara Immortal Body. 

“Pseudo Ancestral Artifact!” A cold light gleamed in the blue-haired old man’s eyes. 

In his previous life, he had never owned a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, but now, a peak Second Heaven 

God Lord had actually earned the favor of one? 

Through the Samsara Immortal Bodies, the Right Protector had a complete understanding of the 

battlefield. He had a Third Heaven God Lord join the blue-haired elder in dealing with Zhao Feng. 

“Go!” Zhao Feng called out, and the Black Destruction Dragon, his clones, the little thieving cat, and the 

many powerful ancient beasts from his Dream Divine Kingdom entered the battle. 

“God-Killing Ice Slash!” The blue-haired elder unleashed a bone-freezing chill that hurtled straight at 

Zhao Feng. With a wave of his hand, his Ice energy gathered into a crystalline wave that slashed 

downward at Zhao Feng. 

Bzzzz! 

Zhao Feng extracted a sliver of perfect Space Law energy from the robe and then swung his Primal 

Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword. The massive lightning sword instantly slammed into the energy slash 

made of ice crystals. 

Boom! Bang! 

The two energies obliterated each other. The Ice Law energy was also blocked by Zhao Feng’s own Laws. 

This time, Zhao Feng and the blue-haired elder had tied. 

At this moment, the Third Heaven Samsara Immortal Body attacked Zhao Feng from behind. 

Brrrooom! 

A massive axe made of lightning hurtled toward him. 

“Heh, relax! I happen to be a defensive Pseudo Ancestral Artifact.” The crystalline robe around Zhao 

Feng chuckled. 

Although Zhao Feng couldn’t use most of its power, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact was also outstanding 

when it came to defense. 

Zhao Feng nodded and had his Primal Chaos Domain impede and restrain this Lightning energy. In the 

end, the crystalline robe managed to easily block what was left of the Lightning energy, leaving Zhao 

Feng completely unscathed. 

“Primal Chaos Lightning Eye!” As he was blocking this attack, Zhao Feng made his own attack, a 

Tribulation Lightning sword taking form in his left eye. 

Kacrack! 

Tribulation Lightning energy exploded on the blue-haired elder, leaving a large hole. 

Although the elder was a Samsara Immortal Body, his body immortal and undying, his soul still suffered 

excruciating pain. 



“Seeking death!” The blue-haired elder was enraged and swung his hands again and again, sending one 

iceberg after another flying at Zhao Feng. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

With several swings of the Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword, he easily shattered the icebergs, 

but massive slabs of ice surrounded by ice and snow were still hurtling toward him. 

“Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex!” Zhao Feng used the energy of his Primal Chaos Domain to create a 

Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The frenzied storm of ice arrived, battering against the Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex, needing only a 

few moments to damage it_ However, within the Primal Chaos Lightning Vortex was the defensive layer 

of the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

“Kid, not bad! I recognize your strength.” Laughter came from the robe. 

Thwish! 

Zhao Feng charged out and fiercely swung his Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Sword at the blue-

haired elder. 

The sliver of perfect Space Law energy from the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact boosted Zhao Feng’s speed, 

allowing him to dodge some of the more powerful attacks, and this was in addition to the Pseudo 

Ancestral Artifact itself and his own defensive skills. 

As for the Third Heaven Samsara Immortal Body, Zhao Feng was basically ignoring it. Samsara Immortal 

Bodies were unquestionably more difficult to deal with than the actual person because they were 

unkillable, but because they had lost their original bloodline, they were weaker overall than they were 

when they were alive. 

“Aaaaah!” the blue-haired elder bellowed. He was actually unable to deal with a single Second Heaven 

brat? This was partially due to the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, but he also had to admit that Zhao Feng 

himself was very powerful. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

Zhao Feng and the blue-haired elder exchanged several hundred blows, neither coming out with the 

upper hand. But if one looked carefully, the blue-haired elder had sustained more injuries, as it was 

impossible to dodge Zhao Feng’s Primal Chaos Lightning Eye. 

However, as the elder was a Samsara Immortal Body, his body was unkillable. Zhao Feng also had no 

plans to kill a God King. If he didn’t have the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, he would have to use all his 

trump cards to even have the possibility of fighting back against a God King. 

But although he couldn’t do much to the blue-haired elder, the fact that he, a mere peak Second 

Heaven, was able to wound a God King was an extreme humiliation for this God King. 



King of Gods 

Chapter 1548: At a Dead End 

The fires of war seethed within the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. The members of the Life 

Sacred Land had already entered the Divine Kingdom, 

and the Heaven Defying Faction, slowly losing its advantage, had begun to take defensive measures. 

As this was the territory of the Heaven Defying Faction, there were many arrays, war weapons, and 

traps, so the Heaven Defying Faction still had the ability 

to fight back. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

At the center of the Heaven Defying Faction, Zhao 

Feng and his subordinates were embroiled in battle with the Samsara Immortal Bodies of the Right 

Protector. 

“Aaaah!” The blue-haired elder howled and roared, 

his hands conjuring up vast storms of ice. 

However, Zhao Feng, with the protection of the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, was fine as long as he 

wasn’t fatally wounded by the blue-haired elder. 

“Primal Chaos Lightning Eye!” Zhao Feng’s left eye turned, summoning Primal Chaos energy and 

Tribulation Lightning energy. 

Kacrack! 

A Tribulation Lightning Sword brand exploded on 

the elder’s body, leaving behind a large hole. 

As a Samsara Immortal Body, the blue-haired elder rapidly recovered, but his soul still ended up being 

damaged. However, the blue-haired elder was a God King and his Soul Intent was incomparably 

powerful. An ordinary Third Heaven would have been heavily 

injured or killed by Zhao Feng’s Primal Chaos Lightning 

Eye. 

“Absolute Ice Seal!” The elder’s face turned savage and ruthless. To be injured repeatedly by a peak 

Second Heaven, even after dying and being turned into 

a Samsara Immortal Body, he still found this disgrace 

unbearable. 
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Hisssss! 

A chill permeated the air around Zhao Feng as a storm of ice converged around him. Zhao Feng sensed 

that the temperature around him was getting lower and 

lower. Even with the protection of the Pseudo Ancestral 

Artifact, he still felt a cold that reached his bones. 

It seemed like the blue-haired elder was using all his strength. 

Boundless ice and snow gathered around Zhao Feng, intending to bury him forever. 

“Dream Dimension Expansion!” Zhao Feng’s left 

eye surged with Dream Origin energy and began to 

flash with a dazzling luster. He instantly created a Dream Dimension and fused it with the space around 

him. 

The power of the Dream Dimension boosted Zhao 

Feng’s strength in all aspects. 

Swish! 

Formidable Tribulation Lightning energy erupted 

forward, fusing with the Primal Chaos Domain around him. With a single thought, the energy of the 

Primal Chaos Domain went into a frenzy and began to collide 

with the boundless ice and snow around it. 

Of course, this was still not enough to stand against the full-strength strike of the blue-haired elder. 

Zhao Feng clenched his hand, instantly creating several 

Primal Chaos Tribulation Lightning Swords within his 

Primal Chaos Domain. 

Whoosh! 

He thrust out his hand, sending the swords shooting in every direction. Gradually, the Ice energy 

around him began to weaken, slowly cleaned up by 

Zhao Feng. 

“Dream Dao energy?” The blue-haired elder 

gnashed his teeth in fury. 



He had seen the power of the Dream Dao at work before. In their Dream Dimensions, Dream Dao 

cultivators possessed extraordinary strength. 

Otherwise, even with the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact’s 

protection, Zhao Feng still would have been eternally 

sealed in ice by his attack. 

In the underground base, the Right Protector was observing the blue-haired elder’s battle and couldn’t 

help but sigh. “Ordinary God Kings can’t do anything to 

him!” 

The blue-haired elder was a Samsara Immortal 

Body, and his unkillable body made him extremely 

difficult to deal with. However, he had lost his original divine body and no longer had the power of 

bloodline energy, meaning that his abilities had all decreased compared to the original. 

Zhao Feng also knew this. His battle with the 

blue-haired elder was not that difficult, but if he were 

fighting the Illusion God Race’s God King Nethercloud or the Left Protector, he would probably be 

outmatched. Those two were both outstandingly 

powerful God Kings. 

However, Zhao Feng was also using the blue-haired elder as an opportunity to hone himself. Once he 

successfully reached the Third Heaven, he would probably even be able to fight against top-class 

God Kings like God King Nethercloud. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The two fiercely battled, exchanging several hundred blows to no clear result. 

At this moment, the Life Sacred Land army finally succeeded in breaching the defenses of the Heaven 

Defying Faction and were now attacking the central 

island. 

“Retreat!” The Left Protector and Right Protector commanded two black-gold warships, loaded with 

members of the faction, and chose to retreat. 

They were no longer able to hold off the enemy within their own Divine Kingdom. Any further combat 

was pointless. “Hmph!” The blue-haired elder grunted, shot Zhao Feng a venomous glare, and 

reluctantly 

retreated. 

The other Samsara Immortal Bodies also began to 



flee. 

Zhao Feng did not pursue. After all, Samsara 

Immortal Bodies were simply too difficult to kill. He was more concerned about the Heaven Defying 

Faction’s land. After all, although its people had 

retreated, they probably left behind some treasure that 

they didn’t have the time to take with them. 

The majority of the Life Sacred Land went off in 

pursuit, with only a small number remaining in the Divine Kingdom. “The Heaven Defying Faction’s fate 

is sealed!” The crystalline robe sighed. 

It hadn’t expected for even a faction as powerful as 

the Heaven Defying Faction to have a day like this. But as its opponent was three God Eye Deities, there 

was 

nothing else that could have been done. 

I wonder if the three God Eyes managed to kill the 

Heaven Lord, Zhao Feng murmured to himself. As long 

as the Heaven Lord wasn’t dead, he would not be able 

to rest easy. 

Although a God had never been killed since the emergence of the Eight Great God Eyes, three Gods 

working together should be able to kill another God. 

Outside the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, the world was dark and gloomy. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord gripped Xingtian and unleashed a golden light that illuminated the world. As 

the golden slash of energy howled forward, it seemed 

capable of cleaving the world in two. 

In the face of this powerful attack, the three God Eye Deities were forced to take evasive measures. 

In terms of offensive power, none of the trio could 

compare to the Heaven Lord, but they were still 

confident that they could kill him. After all, they were 

three God Eyes working together. If it really came down to it, they could just tire him to death. 



Tens of millions of li away, three figures were hidden in spacers the Heaven Defying Faction that 

powerful? Not even three God Eyes working together can kill him!” The weU- endowed woman in the 

dark purple gown gently smiled. 

“Keke, the three of them have probably sensed our existence, so rather than fighting to the death with 

the Heaven Lord, they plan to exhaust that owner of the 

Heavenly Dao God Eye to death, killing him for as little cost as possible.” The Death God wickedly 

chuckled. 

“Afraid that we’ll sit on the sidelines and reap the 

benefit?” the elder wearing the resplendent golden robe softly spoke. 

“In my view, it’s still better if we intervene to 

prevent that member of the Heaven’s Legacy Race from escaping. And if it comes to a direct battle, the 

three of us are stronger!” The woman faintly laughed. 

The three of them were the Death God, Destruction God, and Samsara God. The Destruction God and 

Death 

God were extremely strong when it came to combat 

while the Samsara God had many Samsara Immortal 

Bodies that made her extremely difficult to deal with. 

The Divine Punishment God’s side had the Life 

God, making them better when it came to long and drawn-out battles, but in terms of fighting power, 

the 

three of them truly did have the advantage. 

“That’s fine. This Xingtian happens to be an 

Ancestral Artifact that suits my taste!” The Destruction God’s eyes flashed with resolve. 

“Okay, then let’s do that!” the Death God firmly 

declared. 

His scouts told him that the Heaven Defying Faction had already retreated from the Divine Kingdom. 

He was rather interested in the things researched by 

the Heaven’s Legacy Race, particularly when it came to 

the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye. He definitely couldn’t let someone else get their hands on such things. 

Once they finished their discussion, the three God Eye Deities vanished. 

Near the God battlefield, the world was utter 



disarray, storms of forbidden energy wreaking havoc. Even a Second Heaven God Lord would die if they 

showed the slightest lack of caution. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The Heaven Lord seemed invincible, his attacks causing the three God Eyes to shrink back. 

You can’t kill me, so why not end things here? The 

Heaven’s Legacy Race is willing to pay compensation,” 

the Heaven Lord proposed to the three God Eyes. 

He appeared powerful, but he was facing three God Eye Deities, one of them being the Life God. Victory 

was basically impossible. 

The Divine Punishment God frowned. If not for the 

fact that they had to guard against the other God Eyes 

hiding nearby, the three of them at full power were 

definitely capable of heavily injuring the Heaven Lord. 

Suddenly, the three God Eye Deities grimaced. 

At this moment, a domineering voice spoke up; 

“Haha, just end the matter here? For daring to encroach 

upon the power of the Eight Great God Eyes, only your life will do as compensation!” 

A golden-robed elder appeared. 

Buzz! Swish! 

Next to him was a stooped and sinister elder. Behind them was a charming and alluring woman, slowly 

stepping forward. 

“I thought that the three of you would stay in your shells until the very end!” the Spacetime God jeered. 

“In truth, we thought that it was just too shameful to watch as the three of you kept fighting without 

ending, so we felt compelled to intervene!” The Death God gave a sinister smile. 

At this moment, six of the Eight Great God Eyes were present. Under this immense pressure, the fabric 

of space groaned. 

“Haha, I didn’t think that six God Eye Deities would come for me!” The Heaven Lord suddenly began to 

laugh. 

The six God Eye Deities gazed at the Heaven Lord. They were forced to admit that this man was very 

powerful. 



But the Heaven Lord’s actions made him an enemy of the Eight Great God Eyes. And in the era of the 

Eight Great God Eyes, the Heaven Lord was bound to be defeated. 

“Although I can’t obtain the Origins of the Eight Great God Eyes to fuse into the Heavenly Dao Ancestral 

Eye, getting six God Eye Deities in one place isn’t bad!” The Heaven Lord began to burn his Origin 

energy. 

“What other trump card do you have?” The 

Spacetime God’s eyes twinkled as he began to retreat. 

The other Gods also warily began to back up, but they continued to stare at the Heaven Lord. 

“Reversal!” The Heaven Lord used the powerful of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, reversing the world’s 

directions. 

Those Gods that were backing away now began to approach the Heaven Lord, but the six Gods quickly 

adjusted their directions and began to retreat again. 

“Explode!” The Heaven Lord suddenly slapped a hand against his Ancestral Artifact, and that terrifying 

Metal Law energy erupted. 

You… you’ve gone crazy! You actually detonated an Ancestral Artifact!?” The Destruction God’s eyes 

bulged in shock as he yelled. He had taken a liking to this Ancestral Artifact, but before his death, the 

Heaven Lord actually chose to destroy it. 

Although he was unwilling, the Destruction God was forced to retreat. The explosion of an Ancestral 

Artifact was nothing to be messed around with. 

“Die!” The Heaven Lord gave a despairing smile as 

he began to bum along with his Origin energy. 

Boom! Bang! 

Ancestral Artifact Xingtian exploded, sending a 

cataclysmic energy through the world. The heavens 

and earth shattered, all returned to dust. 

Even the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, located extremely far away, was caught up in the 

shockwave. Those who remained inside Divine Kingdom sensed that something was wrong. 

Thumpthump! Thumpthump! 

Zhao Feng’s left eye began to pulse in warning to Zhao Feng. 

“Let’s leave this place first!” Zhao Feng took his 

subordinates back into the Ancient Dream Realm and 

fled together with the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 



Outside, the world was in chaos, torn up by 

devastating storms. 

“What happened?” In shock, Zhao Feng flew away. 

Near the explosion of the Ancestral Artifact, the six God Eye Deities were much worse for wear, their 

bodies in tatters. “You want to run?” The six Gods 

immediately pursued. 

They could sense that the Heaven Lord was not 

dead. Instead, he had fled right before the Ancestral Artifact detonated. 

“He actually destroyed an Ancestral Artifact!” The Destruction God had a look of hatred on his face. 

“Can I not escape?” The Heaven Lord’s face was 

ghastly pale as he sorrowfully sighed. 

Although he had detonated the Ancestral Artifact, 

he didn’t kill any of the six God Eyes, only pushed them back. However, the Heaven Lord himself was 

heavily 

injured. 

The six Gods were rapidly approaching. “Ah…!” the Heaven Lord roared, and with a wave of 

his hand, the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom 

flew toward him. 

“Since you’re so stubborn, then we die together!” The Heaven Lord’s face shone with madness and 

despair. 

Buzz! Bzzz! 

The Origin energy in his body burned, and a terrifying energy began to build up within him. 

The Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom flew 

to his side. 

“Oh no!” The six Gods instantly felt an ill foreboding. 

“Die together…!” An energy that could obliterate the world erupted from the Heaven Lord’s body. The 

Heaven Lord also chose to detonate the Heaven 

Defying Faction Divine Kingdom. Boooooooom! 

The explosion ripped through the world, turning all 



into void. 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1549: Struggle Over the Heavenly Dao God Eye 

The explosion was like that of the origin of Destruction, devouring everything in the world. The 

entire Ziling Zone could feel intense tremors. 

Zhao Feng’s current position couldn’t even be considered as being on the edge of the explosion, but 

he was still pushed back several thousand li by the shockwave. Without the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact’s 

defense, he would have had the skin torn off of his 

flesh. 

Boooooom! 

The power of the explosion seemed endless, and it continued to spread outward, unleashing a terrifying 

ancient and forbidden energy that devoured all. 

“How terrifying!” Zhao Feng’s heart thumped in fear. A normal Third Heaven God Lord caught at the 

edge of the explosion would probably still have been killed. Just what happened in that battle between 

Gods? 

As he was leaving, he sensed six God Eye 

energies, so he could guess that the Heaven Lord had 

probably been defeated. 

On the other end, the Heaven’s Legacy Race members who had fled from the Divine Kingdom and the 

Life Sacred Land members who had pursued them were all shivering in fear. 

It was fortunate that they had left the Divine Kingdom and were far away from the God battlefield, or 

else they really would have ended up as cannon fodder. 

Of course, they had left quite a few members back in the Heaven Defying Faction Divine Kingdom, and 

since the Divine Kingdom was at the heart of the 

explosion, those people had already ceased to be a part of this world. 

Kaboom! 

The storm continued unabated for some time. 

Near the center of the explosion: 

“Cough, cough… that scoundrel, to think that he would detonate his Divine Kingdom and even burn his 

Origin energy….” With a disgruntled voice, a golden-robed elder appeared. 

The Heaven Lord’s Origin energy was the power of the Ancient Race. One could easily imagine just how 
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terrifying an explosion created from this kind of Divine Power could be. As for the Heaven Defying 

Faction 

Divine Kingdom, it was an enormous treasury 

containing many Heaven’s Legacy arrays, machines, 

and ancient bloodlines. It was difficult to imagine the 

power that was created by detonating all these things. 

“How risky! That almost killed me!” A woman’s 

voice brimming with hatred spoke. 

“Fortunately, we had your Samsara Immortal Bodies, or else we would have been in an even worse 

state….” The Death God’s figure gradually emerged, his face pale. 

They were closer to the Heaven Lord during the 

explosion and were in grave peril. Fortunately, the Samsara God had used her many Samsara Immortal 

Bodies to block for them, neutralizing part of the 

explosion’s strength and buying them time to escape. 

Even so, they had suffered severe injuries, their God Eye Origins damaged. After all, even before this 

explosion, they were already injured by the detonation of Ancestral Artifact Xingtian. 

Not far behind them: “I didn’t think that the three of you were still alive!” 

With this jeering comment, the Spacetime God and the other two Gods appeared. 

The three of them seemed to be faring little better 

than their colleagues. Although the Spacetime God had 

the advantage of speed, he hadn’t managed to run very far, and the trio’s defensive measures were far 

inferior to the wall of flesh that the Samsara God could create. 

“Heh, if you’re not dead, this old man definitely won’t go first!” The Destruction God coldly glared at the 

other group. 

“Let’s go! He’s not dead yet. We must kill him!” The 

Divine Punishment God Eye grunted, and then he 

vanished in a streak of lightning. 

The Spacetime God and Life God also moved out. 

At the moment of the explosion, all six God Eyes sensed that the Heaven Lord had run away 

beforehand. 



However, as he had burned up so much Origin 

energy to increase the power of the explosion, the 

Heaven Lord had lost half of his strength. And the Heaven Lord had not been able to completely avoid 

the explosion, so of course, he also suffered from the 

explosion of the Ancestral Artifact. Thus, the Heaven Lord was probably in an extremely weak state at 

this 

time. 

The six God Eyes sensed the Heaven Lord’s extremely weak aura as he fled. 

“Something’s not right.” A strange light gleamed in 

the Death God’s pitch-black eyes. 

Their God Eyes told them that the Heaven Lord 

was truly extremely weak at this time. Any God could 

easily kill him. 

But the Divine Punishment God and Spacetime 

God were clearly heavily injured, with even their Origins 

damaged. However, without even waiting to be treated by the Life God, they impatiently ran off in 

pursuit. He found this extremely fishy. 

“Are you not curious as to why the three of them 

are in such a rush to kill the Heaven Lord?” The 

Samsara God Eye gave a strange and alluring smile. 

“Oh? What’s the secret?” The Destruction God’s expression twitched. 

“I have Samsara Immortal Bodies in the Life 

Sacred Land’s army. Before the Divine Kingdom’s 

explosion, they managed to find out an astonishing secret in the Divine Kingdom: God Eye owners or 

God Eye descendants might be able to obtain the power of 

the Heavenly Dao God Eye through killing the Heaven 

Lord!” the Samsara God explained. 

The Heaven Lord could kill other God Eyes to obtain their God Eye Origins and take another step forward 

in his plan for the Heavenly Dao Ancestral Eye, 

but God Eye Deities could also kill the Heaven Lord to 



obtain the strength of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, and they might also be capable of realizing the same 

plan. 

This also meant that the Heaven Lord was not the 

only one who could create the Heavenly Dao Ancestral 

Eye. Other people could as well, as long as they obtained the power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye! 

“What?” The Death God scowled, his pale and savage face turning sinister and frightening. 

“The power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye!?” The Destruction God was also stunned. 

If God Eyes like them killed the Heaven Lord and 

obtained his strength, just how strong would their God 

Eyes become? Although the Samsara God had not 

stated it, any fool could draw the lines and conclude 

that any God Eye Deity who obtained the power of the 

Heavenly Dao God Eye would be able to continue the Heaven Lord’s plan and create the Heavenly Dao 

Ancestral Eye. 

“I didn’t think that you would tell us of such an important thing!” The Death God eerily smiled, 

suspicion in his heart. 

If it were him, he would conceal the fact and 

pursue the Heaven Lord on his own. After all, the 

Heaven Lord was currently extremely weak. Any God 

Eye Deity would be able to easily kill him. 

“We’re part of the same camp, and besides, I’m no match for Life, Divine Punishment, and Spacetime by 

myself,” the Samsara God matter-of-factly said. 

This was one reason. The other reason was that 

almost all the people who had remained in the Heaven 

Defying Faction Divine Kingdom came to learn of this fact, and then they almost immediately sent word 

back 

to the factions that they were working for. 

For this war, many factions had chosen to assist the Life Sacred Land in beating back the Heaven 

Defying Faction. 



Thus, it probably wouldn’t be just one or two factions that knew of this information. And given the 

importance of this news, which was linked to the fate 

of the entire Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, even if the Samsara God hadn’t said anything, it wouldn’t 

take long before the news spread through the realm. 

Besides that, when it came to looking for 

someone, the Samsara God believed that no one else 

could compare to her. 

“Let’s start moving! We can’t let them obtain that strength!” The Destruction God was impatient to get 

moving. 

“Mm!” The Death God nodded. 

Buzz! Bzzz! 

The Samsara God’s eyes began to spin, releasing a yellow fog that came from the underworld. One 

figure after another emerged from within, several thousand 

people in all. 

Of course, the majority of these people did not 

have very high cultivations. Those of higher cultivations had all sacrificed themselves to block the 

Heaven Lord’s explosion, and they could not be revived 

for some time. 

“Go, track that person down! If you find anything, 

inform me immediately!” After doing this, the Samsara 

God took her leave. 

The other two Gods also began to move out. On the surface, the three God Eyes were still part 

of the same faction, but in reality, they were on their 

own now, because if any one of them obtained the 

power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, they could stand 

at the peak of God Eyes, looking down arrogantly upon 

the entire realm, and they even had a chance to obtain the supreme power of the Heavenly Dao 

Ancestral 

Eye. 

The war between the Life Sacred Land and Heaven 



Defying Faction had finally come to an end, but its end started a whole new war – the war for the 

Heavenly Dao 

God Eye! 

In the distance, Zhao Feng floated in the 

devastated void. 

“A battle between Gods is just too terrifying!” Zhao Feng emotionally said. 

Nearly half of the Ziling Zone had been affected by 

this battle, and this was a rather short battle that was 

fought across a rather small area. Otherwise, the entire 

Ziling Zone would have been destroyed. 

“After offending the Eight Great God Eyes, the Heaven Defying Faction has finally been brought to an 

end!” Zhao Feng slightly exhaled in relief. 

But for some reason, his Dream God Eye still 

seemed tense. 

At this moment, Zhao Yufei sent him a message. 

“What?” Zhao Feng grimaced. 

Zhao Yufei was together with the Life Sacred Land 

army, and over there, the news about the other God Eye Deities fighting over the power of the Heavenly 

Dao 

God Eye had already begun to spread. 

“Even if the Heaven Lord was defeated, he’s still 

made the entire Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods 

uneasy.” Zhao Feng creased his brows. 

The Heaven Lord was not dead, but he was weak 

and injured. The six God Eyes had already begun their 

pursuit. 

“Kid, what’s the situation?” the crystalline robe 

asked. 

The Heaven Defying Faction had been defeated 



and the Heaven Lord was fleeing for his life, but Zhao Feng still seemed rather worried. 

“It’s not simple…” Zhao Feng gave a simple summary of the situation. 

“To think that it would be like that!” The robe was stunned. 

The current situation really was little better than before. Although the Heaven Lord had been defeated, 

any God Eye that obtained the power of the Heavenly Dao God Eye would become a threat even greater 

than the Heaven Lord. 

Of course, if an ordinary God Lord or God King 

obtained this energy, they wouldn’t be much of a threat, but there was also the possibility of it being 

seized 

from them too. 

This was a struggle that would be difficult to predict and difficult to end unless the person who obtained 

the Heavenly Dao God Eye was able to resist the temptation of this power and destroyed it! 

“Come on, let’s rest first.” Zhao Feng sighed. 

This battle had been tiring enough. 

“You’re not going to fight for the Heavenly Dao God Eye?” The robe was surprised. It didn’t believe that 

Zhao Feng wasn’t tempted by this power. 

Zhao Feng truly did desire this power. Once he obtained it, his strength would soar, allowing him to 

contend with even God Eye Deities. 

“I’m too weak to compare with the Eight Great God Eyes. Even if I obtained it, the other God Eyes would 

just hunt me down.” Zhao Feng shook his head. 

That was the situation for now. And his hopes of finding someone alone compared to the vast networks 

of the God Eye Deities were simply too small. 

“Let me break into the Third Heaven first,” Zhao 

Feng decided. 

After successfully breaking through, if the matter 

of the Heavenly Dao God Eye had yet to be concluded, 

he might be able to participate then. 

Zhao Feng found a secluded place in the Ziling 

Zone and entered his Divine Kingdom to begin 

cultivating. 



In the outside world, the news was spreading from the Ziling Zone to all eighteen zones of the Ancient 

Desolate Realm of Gods. The struggle for the Heavenly Dao God Eye had begun! 

King of Gods 

Chapter 1550: Wholesale Manhunt 

Zhao Feng returned to his Divine Kingdom and rested for a few days. Over these days, he began to 

negotiate with the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. In the end, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact agreed to follow 

Zhao Feng for one million years. After one million years, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact would be free to 

do what it wanted. 

The Pseudo Ancestral Artifact naturally followed Zhao Feng in order to repay him for saving it. But the 

Heaven Lord’s actions had infuriated six God Eyes, dooming the Heaven Defying Faction, so even 

without Zhao Feng’s help, it still could have been free. Thus, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact would only 

follow Zhao Feng for one million years. 

But for Zhao Feng, one million years was enough. He was confident that he would be able to completely 

grasp the power of the Dream God Eye in this time and become a God Eye Deity. At that point, he could 

go with or without the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

After some time, Zhao Feng succeeded in refining the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. In the process, Zhao 

Feng fused his Space Ancestral Artifact fragment into 

Five months later, Zhao Feng finished refining the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact. 

When the Ancestral Artifact was still whole, it was called Heaven Ascendant. Although it was just a 

Pseudo Ancestral Artifact now, the actual Heaven Ascendant no longer existed, so Zhao Feng decided to 

call it by this name. 

After switching out the Spacetime Robe for Heaven Ascendant, Zhao Feng felt as if he had complete 

control over the fabric of space itself. 

“With Heaven Ascendant, even without using the Dream God Eye’s power, I can fight back against an 

ordinary God King!” Zhao Feng reached this conclusion after testing out Heaven Ascendant’s power. 

With Zhao Feng’s defensive skills and the defenses provided by Heaven Ascendant, he could easily block 

ordinary attacks from a God King, and he could outrun those God Kings who did not specialize in speed. 

In refining a Pseudo Ancestral Artifact, he not only increased his strength but 

also advanced his cultivation. Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Heaven Ascendant 

contained a perfect Space Law. Now that he refined it, Zhao Feng could immerse himself in this Space 

Law and advance his comprehension of it. 

Zhao Feng seated himself in the core of his Divine Kingdom and began to cultivate. Time passed 

differently in the Divine Kingdom compared to the outside world, so Zhao Feng had plenty of time. 

Zhao Feng’s current goal was to reach the Third Heaven. 
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To do this, Zhao Feng could use the resources he had obtained from the Heaven Defying Faction to 

strengthen his foundations. 

Firstly, Zhao Feng took out the Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo. In a flash, invisible Lightning energy 

began to gather above the Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo, casting bolts of lightning. 

Zhao Feng closed his eyes and sent his Soul Intent into the Nine Lightning Heaven Bamboo. After a 

period of comprehension, Zhao Feng began to absorb the essence of the Nine Lightning Heaven 

Bamboo. He instantly felt the various principles of the Lightning Laws surging into his mind. 

Time swiftly passed. Zhao Feng had already spent several years cultivating, but only a few days had 

passed in the outside world. 

At this time, all of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods was startled by a certain piece of news: if one of 

the Eight Great God Eyes killed the Heaven Lord, they could obtain the power of the Heavenly Dao God 

Eye and rise above all the other Gods. They even had a chance to continue the Heaven Lord’s plan. 

Of course, it wasn’t just the Eight Great God Eyes – God Eye descendants also had a chance to seize this 

energy and become a new God! 

This caused countless God Eye descendants to scramble for the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

There were even some who were not God Eye descendants but possessed other kinds of eyes that went 

looking with faint hopes in their hearts. 

Besides this, many experts in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods formed a coalition with the singular 

goal of eliminating the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

In the southwestern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, in the Yaoguang Zone, the factions of 

the nearby zones had gathered. 

The Bright Sun God of the Golden Crow Sacred Land stood high above, his blazing golden eyes exuding 

such heat that others did not dare to look directly at them. Besides the Bright Sun God, the other God 

Kings of the nearby zones had arrived, including the Tianhe Zone’s God King Charflame, who Zhao Feng 

had once fought with 

“I’ve gathered all of you here for an extremely simple goal: search for the Heaven Lord and destroy the 

Heavenly Dao God Eye!” the Bright Sun God spoke with a tone of supreme majesty. 

The Tianhe Zone agrees with the Bright Sun God!” God King Charflame immediately spoke up. 

As long as the Heavenly Dao God Eye’s power continued to exist, it would continue to severely influence 

the balance of power in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods. Any God Eye Deity that obtained this 

power would become the next Heaven Lord. Thus, this power needed to be destroyed! 

The Linglong Zone will do all in its power!” A woman who appeared like a celestial fairy stood up. She 

was the God King of the Linglong Zone’s Sacred Land. 

At this moment, a supreme energy descended. All the energy in the world seemed to shift and began to 

flow outside. The space in the palace froze, and even God Lords felt an immense pressure that made it 

difficult for them to move. 



“Myriad Forms God, I didn’t think you would have the time to come to my place.” The Bright Sun God’s 

face tightened as he spoke. 

A moment later, an elder appeared in the palace. His eyes were vortices that flowed with many colors, 

and his hair was also naturally shifting between different shades. He seemed like the embodiment of the 

sky, the earth, the mountains, and 

the rivers. 

“The Myriad Forms God?” “One of the God Eye Deities!” 

The experts in the palace panicked. They were just discussing destroying the Heavenly Dao God Eye, and 

then one of the God Eye Deities had appeared. Quite a few people even believed that the Myriad Forms 

God had come to make trouble. 

At this moment, the Myriad Forms God spoke, “I also agree with your view.” 

Many of the people in the palace were taken aback. They never would’ve imagined that the Myriad 

Forms God would say such a thing. 

“Myriad Forms, you truly have not disappointed me.” The Bright Sun God 

smiled. 

Several of the God Kings present knew that the Bright Sun God and the Myriad Forms God had a rather 

close relationship. They were both indifferent to fame and fortune and enjoyed traveling the world. The 

Bright Sun God had not returned to his Sacred Land for several hundred million years before this and 

probably would still have not returned if not for the appearance of the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

“This power cannot be allowed to disturb the natural balance of the world. I will also lend a hand!” the 

Myriad Forms God firmly declared. 

All across the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, there were other alliances of various sizes being formed 

to destroy the Heavenly Dao God Eye. 

The Heavenly Dao God Eye’s power was an enormous temptation to the Eight Great God Eyes and God 

Eye descendants, but it had little use for the other God Kings. On the contrary, these God Kings and even 

Gods did not wish for a God Eye faction to obtain this power. 

All the top experts of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods began to move, including those God Kings and 

Gods who had remained in seclusion for hundreds of millions of years. 

Perhaps because the Heaven Lord was a member of the Heaven’s Legacy Race and possessed the power 

of divination or perhaps because of the special abilities of the Heavenly Dao God Eye, the Heaven Lord 

appeared several times but managed to escape each time. 

There was one thing that could be confirmed though; the Heaven Lord was being hunted by the entire 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods, and he had no time to rest. His God Origin had been exhausted and 

damaged and would need some time to recover. Thus, the Heaven Lord was not that much stronger 

than when he first escaped from the God Eyes. 



The six God Eyes continued to ceaselessly and frenziedly search for the Heaven Lord. 

Within the Divine Kingdom, Zhao Feng cared little for the affairs of the outside world and continued his 

seclusion. 

Next to him, a dark silver tree had been planted, several silver leaves sprouting from its branches. This 

was the Space Spirit Tree. 

Under the Space Spirit Tree was a round piece of jade radiating moonlight. This was the Spacetime 

treasure, the Void Profound Spirit Jade. 

He had long ago finished cultivating the Lightning Dao and moved on to comprehending the Time Laws. 

He was also focusing part of his mind on the Space Laws. 

In his body, the Primal Chaos Scripture was circulating. Zhao Feng was already ready to break into the 

Third Heaven! One day, in the northern region of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods: 

Thwish! 

A golden figure flew through the air, exuding a powerful Divine Sense that carefully combed over every 

inch of the world. 

This golden figure was the God King of the Tongtai Zone, God King Heaven Dragon. He had personally 

joined the search for Zhao Feng in the Tongtai Zone back then, but Zhao Feng managed to escape from 

his clone. 

“Eh?” God King Heaven Dragon suddenly sensed something was wrong and began to focus and more 

carefully search with his Divine Sense. 

At this moment: Boom! Bang! 

The distant space suddenly twisted and fractured, a white-robed figure charging out 

“Heaven Lord!” God King Heaven Dragon was startled. 

The Heaven Lord was extremely weak at this time and seemed in great disarray. His eyes were dim, and 

that vertical eye on the center of his forehead was 

closed. 

“After him! We can’t let him go!” God King Heaven Dragon rushed off in pursuit, at the same time taking 

out a message token. Upon using it, God King Heaven Dragon smiled. 

He was a member of the Bright Sun God’s alliance, and through the message token, he sensed that 

many of the alliance’s experts were nearby. 

God King Heaven Dragon doggedly pursued the Heaven Lord, and soon after, another God King 

appeared in front of the Heaven Lord. 

“You can’t escape!” God King Heaven Dragon heartily laughed. 



He wouldn’t be able to use the Heavenly Dao God Eye, but this was not the only treasure in the Heaven 

Lord’s possession. It was rumored that he had Ancestral Artifact fragments with him, even Pseudo 

Ancestral Artifacts. Previously, the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact Blazing Hell had made an appearance. 

The Bright Sun God had promised that he would fulfill three requests in his capability for the member of 

the alliance that killed the Heaven Lord. Having three favors from a God was extremely precious to a 

God King. 

The Heaven Lord’s face was dark and furious. With a wave of his hand, he produced the Pseudo 

Ancestral Artifact Blazing Hell. 

“Scram!” the Heaven Lord roared, activating the Pseudo Ancestral Artifact and sending a raging sea of 

fire through the region. 

But God King Heaven Dragon and the other God King, who was skilled in the Water Law, working 

together possessed abnormal strength. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The two God Kings attacking the Heaven Lord from both sides were extremely difficult to deal with. 

You two are nothing but fleas. At my peak, I could have killed you with just one finger!” the Heaven Lord 

roared in unwillingness. 

“Haha, you’ve reached the end of the road! You will have no opportunity to return to your peak!” God 

King Heaven Dragon laughed. 

He and the other God King closely pursued. 

“Scram!” the Heaven Lord roared, sending golden-silver light out of his body and pushing back the two 

God Kings. This was the bloodline power of the Ancient Race. 

After pushing back the two God Kings, the Heaven Lord activated his Heavenly Dao God Eye to boost his 

speed and began to flee. 

“He’s exhausted! Don’t let him run!” God King Heaven Dragon and the other God King continued the 

chase. 

At this time, the news that the Heaven Lord had appeared began to spread, and the experts of the 

Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods began to gather in the north. This included all of the God Eyes except 

for the Destiny God Eye. 

While the matter of the Heavenly Dao God Eye was making all of the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods 

quake, the Sage Faction was extremely peaceful. 

This was partially because the majority of the Sage Faction were not skilled in combat. The other reason 

was that the Heaven Lord, with his Ancient Race bloodline and Heavenly Dao God Eye, was a very 

difficult target for their divinations. 

Of course, this did not mean that no one could do it. Yu Tianwu and Liu Qinxin had been in seclusion all 

this time, all their strength focused on divining the Heaven Lord’s current condition. 



The other sages were awaiting Lord Tianwu’s judgment and order. On this day, Yu Tianwu opened his 

eyes. “The danger from Yu Tianshu still exists – an immense danger!” 

The Yu Tianshu that Yu Tianwu spoke of was none other than the Heaven Lord of the Heaven Defying 

Faction. 

At the same time, Yu Tianwu messaged Liu Qinxin; “Liu Qinxin, what have your eyes seen?” 

“The scene is very blurry and it is difficult to make out any specifics, but my eyes sense that a God Eye 

will be slain!” 


